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Abstract 
 
This thesis looked for default ironic constructions in Dutch. To do so a new definition of 
verbal irony was proposed: Verbal irony are utterances that (1) have an argumentative force 
that is opposed to the speaker’s evaluation, (2) are incongruent with its (co-text and) context 
and (3) leave the fact that they are ironic implicit. It is claimed that in Dutch an ironic 
interpretation can be emphasized by not. Therefore a corpus was set up with tweets containing 
#not. The ironic tweets in this corpus were analyzed on word frequency and remarkable 
patterns. This led to a list of words and patterns that were further analyzed. Through the 
analysis sixteen potential default ironic constructions were found. These constructions were 
checked against three criteria for default ironic constructions: (1) not containing semantic 
anomalies, (2) not containing contextual information and (3) being ironic by default. Three 
constructions turned out to be default ironic constructions:  lekker Adj, DP <zijn> weer lekker 
bezig and het gaat weer lekker (deictic adverb) (PP). 
 
Keywords: verbal irony, default ironic constructions, argumentative force, not, Dutch (as a 
second language), Twitter 
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1. Introduction 
 
Learning a second language can be hard and reaching a native level is almost impossible. In 
2007 Lalleman wrote an article about the acquisition of Dutch as a second language. She 
claimed that (highly educated) advanced second language learners of Dutch had trouble with 
understanding irony in Dutch literature. Arends (p.c.) made a similar claim saying that her 
students Dutch studies didn’t understand the irony in a Dutch movie. None of the students 
responded while she did. As a non-native of English, irony in English utterances can be 
troublesome too. According to Giora, Drucker and Fein (2014) the following example 
contains irony in the X is not his/her forte construction. 
 
1) The Columnist picked 30 good names for the article, but his comments were lame. 
Yeah … humor is not his forte. [Source: Giora, Drucker and Fein, 2014] 
 
According to Giora et al. (2014) the default interpretation of this utterance is that ‘The 
Columnist’ is very bad in humor, which they claim is an ironic interpretation. My personal 
interpretation of this utterance was however that ‘The Columnist’ is better in other attributes, 
but that humor is not his worst. That interpretation is not ironic, while this utterance was 
probably meant ironically. These more or less anecdotal claims illustrate the difficulties 
verbal irony gives rise to for second language learners.  
Since Gibbs (2000) found out that 8% of the turns in a conversation between friends 
are ironic, one could question if it isn’t important for second language learners to understand 
irony. Even though a lot has been said about irony, none of it
1
 explains why irony is 
especially hard for second language learners or what tips and tricks a second language learner 
can use to detect ironic utterances. 
Giora et al. (2014, 2015) claim that the X is not his/her forte construction is ironic
2
 by 
default. That means that it should be interpreted as ‘he/she is very bad at X’ unless there is 
convincing counterevidence. Knowing that this construction usually means ‘he/she is very 
bad at X’ can be useful to interpret ironic utterances ironically. In this thesis it will therefore 
be investigated if there are any default ironic constructions in Dutch. The main question of 
this thesis will therefore be: Are there any constructions in Dutch that are ironic by default 
and therefore can be taught to second language learners of Dutch? 
 
This thesis tries to answer this question. In order to do so an operable definition of irony is 
needed. Chapter 2 will work toward a definition of irony. Next, in chapter 3 the methodology 
to identify default ironic constructions is introduced. In chapter 4 the results of this method 
are given. This thesis will end with a conclusion and discussion. 
 
 
2. Toward a definition of verbal irony 
 
Default ironic constructions are constructions that are usually interpreted as ironic. But what 
does it mean for an utterance to be ironic? This will be explained by the following example. 
‘Great weather!’ This sentence can be uttered in a lot of situations. One can describe the sun 
shining as ‘great weather’, but a rainy or grey day can also be described as ‘great weather’. In 
                                                          
1
 As far as I am aware of. 
2
 Giora et al. claim that this construction is sarcastic. In this thesis it is assumed that sarcasm is a stronger and 
more negative form of irony, but this distinction between irony and sarcasm is irrelevant for this thesis and 
therefore irony and sarcasm will be treated as one and the same. 
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the last case the speaker is being ironic. Irony is commonly understood as saying the opposite 
of what one means. Someone saying ‘great weather’ when it is raining, does not want to 
convey the meaning ‘I like this weather’, but rather ‘I don’t like this weather’.  
 To understand why utterances like ‘great weather’ are sometimes ironic and 
sometimes not, it needs to be clear what verbal irony is. Therefore a definition of verbal irony 
is needed. This chapter will work toward a definition of verbal irony. It will start with an 
overview of the definitions in the literature and will end with an operable definition for this 
thesis.  
 
2.1 Definitions in the literature 
A dictionary can be a good starting point to answer the question “What is verbal irony?”. In 
the dictionary of Dutch language (Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal, entry: ironie) irony is 
explained as follows: “one deliberately states the opposite of what one intends to convey”. 
This is an everyday definition of irony that clarifies what irony is, but it does not cover 
everything that can be said about irony.  
In the literature a lot has been written about verbal irony, but no consistent definition 
is given. Burgers, van Mulken and Schellens (2011:189) decided to look for the common 
points of all these definitions instead of making a new definition. They found that all previous 
definitions have four points in common: “(1) Irony is implicit, (2) irony is evaluative, and it is 
possible to (3) distinguish between a non-ironic and an ironic reading of the same utterance, 
(4) between which a certain type of opposition may be observed.” They also added that irony 
is “directed at someone or something; its target.” But they did not claim that this is a point all 
definitions have in common. 
In a later paper (2012:292) Burgers et al. claim that there are five irony factors and an 
utterance has to meet these factors to be ironic. The utterance “should (a) be evaluative, (b) be 
based on incongruence of the ironic utterance with the co- or context, (c) be based on a 
reversal of valence between the literal and intended meaning, (d) be aimed at some target, and 
(e) be relevant to the communicative situation in some way”.  
In total they have found seven criteria that presumably can be found in every 
definition of irony in the literature. The inconsistency suggests that it may not be the case that 
all criteria can be found in every definition and therefore are not all necessary for an utterance 
to be ironic. Especially the implicitness, target, incongruence with the co- or context and the 
relevance to the situation may not be found in every definition. However to get a clear and 
operable definition of irony all factors need to be examined. This will be done in the 
following paragraphs, starting with the points that are present in both articles (Burgers et al., 
2011, 2012). 
 
2.1.1 Evaluation  
In the earliest attempts to explain irony, it was taken for granted that irony is basically ‘saying 
the opposite of what one intends’. In 1975 Grice proposed his maxims of the cooperation 
principle. A cooperative conversational participant does not violate any of these maxims. One 
of these maxims is the maxim of quality. The maxim of quality states that one must not tell 
what they believe is false. Irony can be seen as a violation of the maxim of quality. Grice 
(1975) however states that irony is still cooperative, even though one using irony says 
something they believe not to be true. Grice claims that it is obvious to both parties that the 
ironic utterance is not true and therefore has to mean something else (i.e. the opposite). In the 
‘great weather’ example this theory is applicable. Rain is not ‘great weather’, but the opposite 
of great and both parties know so. 
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 It gets however more complicated than Grice stated in 1975. Some examples of irony 
can be found in which opposition or truth is not at issue. In the following example the irony is 
present, but there is no opposition. 
 
2) Wat een sfeer in het Philips Stadion #not [Source: Twitter: @knuivert] 
What an atmosphere in the Philips Stadium #not 
 
‘Sfeer’ has no contextually appropriate opposite. It is not possible to use a negation *Wat 
geen sfeer, *Niet wat een sfeer or *Wat een niet sfeer and there is no antonym. Yet there is 
irony and this irony does contain some kind of opposition. In this example it is not the actual 
meaning of sfeer that is being denied, but the positive connotation of the word. In an 
unmarked situation sfeer is positive. So, unless an adverb with a negative meaning is added 
sfeer is positive. So the opposition in this example is in the connotation. 
 Taken the definition that there is always some kind of opposition in irony, it is 
important to notice that this opposition is not always the opposition of the words in the 
sentence, but of the evaluation of the sentence. Even Grice (1978:123-125) acknowledged that 
the opposite wasn’t enough to explain irony. In his opinion the lack of evaluation (or 
attitude
3
) explains why just saying the opposite of what one means is not understood. He 
claimed that an evaluation is what is missing in the following example. 
 
3) We are out for a stroll, and pass a car with a broken window. I turn to you and say:  
“Look, that car has all its windows intact.” [Source: Grice, 1978] 
 
Even though the speaker states the opposite of the actual circumstance and should therefore 
be ironic if opposition was the only requirement, this utterance is not ironic, but untrue. 
According to Grice this utterance is not ironic, because something is missing: the evaluation 
(1978:124).   
 The opposition is an inherent part of irony, because there is always something that is 
opposed in every ironic utterance. This is however not true for flouting the maxim of quality. 
Burgers give the following example (2007). 
 
4) A and B are in a car. A turns left without indicating. B responds to this saying: “I love 
people who indicate.” [Source: Burgers, 2007] 
 
In this example B does not say anything that they believe to be false. The literal words are 
true. The evaluation is positive, but is meant negative. This again shows that it is important to 
realize that the opposition is not in the words, but in the evaluation.  
 
2.1.2 Two readings: ironic and non-ironic  
Grice (1975) wrote that an ironic utterance is so obviously not true that the actual intention 
has to be different from the literal words. This opposition between word meaning (betekenis) 
and speaker meaning (bedoeling) can be found in many definitions of irony. When one utters 
‘great weather’ on a rainy day, there are two possible readings. The interpretation can be non-
ironic or ironic. The non-ironic interpretation is ‘the weather is good’ or ‘the speaker likes this 
weather’, while the ironic interpretation is ‘the weather is bad’ or ‘the speaker does not like 
this weather’. The non-ironic reading is the literal reading and the ironic reading is the actual 
intention. So two separate readings can be found in irony. And only when both readings are 
available an utterance can be ironic (Giora and Fein, 1999). This can be clarified by the fact 
                                                          
3
 He claims that the expression of an attitude, evaluation or feeling elicits the ironic tone.  
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that irony can be misinterpreted. Only when two readings are available one can interpret 
something the speaker did not intend. 
All definitions of irony distinguish a literal and an ironic reading, but not every 
definition calls it literal and ironic. Clark and Gerrig (1984) proposed the pretense theory of 
irony. They claimed that when someone utters an ironic utterance the speaker S is pretending 
to be S’, who (could have) uttered this utterance with a literal intention, while S is pretending 
and thus not intending the literal meaning. A listener can interpret the utterance to be uttered 
by S’ or by S. When the listener interprets S’ to be the utterer, the reading is ironic and when 
the listener interprets S to be the utterer, the reading is non-ironic. Comparably Sperber and 
Wilson (1987:708-709) claimed that an ironic utterance has a source and an echo. The source 
is the first time an utterance is uttered. The echo is a mention of the source. The source 
however does not have to be actually uttered, but can also be a wisdom or general opinion. 
This is similar to the pretense. Although there is no distinction between a literal and an ironic 
reading there are two distinct readings. One of these reading is ironic (S, echo) and the other 
is not (literal, S’, source).  
  
2.1.3 Opposition  
The most intuitive requirement for irony (that also can be found in every definition of irony) 
is the opposition. According to Burgers et al. “an opposition between the two possible 
readings is observable” (2011) and “irony has to be based on a reversal of valence between 
the literal and intended meaning” (2012). These two criteria for irony seem to be similar, but 
differ on a crucial part.  
 In the 2011 common points of definitions of irony, the opposition is in the possible 
readings. As was mentioned in 2.1.2 ‘great weather’ has two reading ‘I like this weather’ and 
‘I don’t like this weather’, that are each other’s opposite. Burgers et al. (2011) noted that the 
non-ironic and ironic readings are not necessarily opposites. They referred to Wilson and 
Sperber (1992) who gave an example of an ironical understatement. 
 
5) We come upon a customer complaining in a shop, blind with rage and making a public 
exhibition of himself. I turn to you and say: “You can tell he’s upset.” [Source: Wilson & 
Sperber, 1992] 
 
Using upset in this case is ironic, because it euphemizes the costumer’s anger. There is 
however not an opposition: upset is not the opposite of angry. That is why Burgers et al. 
(2011) claim that it is not necessarily an opposition but rather a contrast. 
 However in a 2013 article Burgers and Van Mulken do no longer claim that a contrast 
is ironic. They claim that an actual opposition is needed. This implies that understatements are 
not ironic. According to Burgers and Van Mulken the opposition requires a reading that is 
positive and a reading that is negative. 
 In the 2012 common points of definitions of irony, the opposition is not in the two 
possible readings (non-ironic and ironic), but in the valence of the two readings. According to 
Burgers et al. (2012) the valence of an ironic utterance is either ironic praise (saying ‘good 
idea’, when the idea is in fact bad) or ironic blame (saying ‘bad idea’, when it was a good 
idea). So instead of the opposite of two readings, there is an opposition between the speech 
acts (the actual illocutionary force of ironic praise is not praising, but blaming). Interestingly, 
the ironic praise is present more often than ironic blame (Kreuz and Link, 2002). Praising 
normally is a positive evaluation of someone or of what someone has done, and blaming is 
negative. Burgers (2010) therefore claimed that an ironic utterance is ironic praise when the 
non-ironic reading is positive and ironic blame when the non-ironic reading is negative. The 
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actual evaluation in ironic praise and ironic blame is the opposite, negative for praise and 
positive for blame.  
 
2.1.4 Target  
Burgers et al. (2011) added a fifth point that they assumed to be in irony, but was not in their 
list of four points that are in every definition and was therefore not further specified. In 2012 
they claimed it is in every definition and gave a little more explanation. They claim that 
“irony is always aimed at somebody or something”, because Gibbs (2000) found in a corpus 
of real life conversation that every ironic utterance is intended to mock people or (sometimes) 
objects. Using ironic utterances one can mock oneself, the addressee, a third party (including 
objects) and groups. In example 5 “You can tell he’s upset” mocks a third party (the 
costumer) and the “great weather” example also mocks a third party, but this utterance does 
not mock a person. In the latter case the weather is being mocked. It is being praised, while 
one actually intends to blame the weather. It is however not always possible to select the 
target, as will be shown in the following example. 
 
6) In a television program a guest is asked what her hobby is. She answers: “Ik spaar 
vogelskeletten.” (I collect bird skeletons.)” The host replies: “Dat had ik niet achter je 
gezocht.” (I did not expect you to do so.) To which the team captain replies: “Ik wel.” 
(I did.) [Source: Beste kijkers, 29 februari, 2016] 
 
In this example the team captain is being ironic. No one is expected to collect bird skeletons. 
By claiming that he expected her to collect bird skeletons, he does not mock himself. In no 
way he is expected to know that she collects bird skeletons. By ironically claiming that he 
does, he does not expresses himself to be dumb for not knowing. By using his utterance the 
host might be mocked, because the host does not expect it while the team captain does, but 
then the utterance should not be ironic, but literal. It could also be the case that the guest is 
being mocked (or her hobby), because it is such an unusual hobby. But it is quite hard to 
relate that to the utterance ‘ik wel’, because ‘ik’ refers to the team captain and not to the guest 
and ‘wel’ refers to an expectation and not to a hobby. So it must be assumed that an ironic 
utterance does not need a target (but can have one). 
 
2.1.5 Implicitness 
Burgers et al. (2011) claim that implicitness is also a requirement for irony. They claim that it 
has to remain implicit that an utterance is ironic. The general thought is that saying that an 
utterance is ironic, for instance by indicating it with the word irony, is not ironic.  
 
7) ?To speak ironically, he is a splendid fellow [Source: Grice, 1978] 
 
In this example the speaker announces that irony is going to follow. Yet this is not a sentence 
that would come up in a normal conversation and even if it does the interpretation of ‘he is a 
splendid fellow’ is not always ironic. Moreover in this example ‘to speak ironically’ is not 
ironic. The cases in which words like ‘irony’ and ‘ironic’ are used are often situational irony 
and not verbal irony. 
Burgers et al. (2011) claim that it is necessary for an utterance to remain reversible. If 
someone says ‘I love your shoes’, the addressee can doubt the intention of this utterance, but 
the speaker can add ‘for real’ to reverse the ironic interpretation. The only way to leave open 
the possibility of reversal is by leaving the irony implicit. 
In his bachelor thesis Le Roi (2014) found that on Twitter it is similarly hard to find 
irony by using ‘#irony’. But using #not was an easier way to find irony. One could claim that 
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using #not is not ironic, because it is not implicit and reversible. On the other hand #not is not 
part of an utterance, but it is a tag, it groups together utterances on Twitter. Instead of 
reversing the ironic interpretation, it emphasizes it. This tagging utterances with not seems 
like a Twitter (and maybe social media) activity, but it is also noticeable in everyday speech 
nowadays.  
 
8) Ik ben een gezellige prater. Not. [Source: Februari, 2016] 
I am a lively talker. Not. 
9) Het is echt fantastisch weer om los haar te hebben. Not. [Source: conversation with a 
colleague]  
It really is great weather to have loose hair. Not. 
 
In these examples the sentence is ironic and this is confirmed by not. One could claim that 
using not makes the irony explicit and thereby non-ironic, because the opposition is explicit. 
But one thing needs to be clear. In Dutch not is a borrowed word. The standard negation is 
made with niet. Not has in this context another meaning. In Dutch that would be niet dus, 
which is roughly a conclusive negation. This means that the negation is not new information. 
That would make not an emphasis of the ironic reading, instead of a normal negation that 
would make it impossible to get an ironic reading. The negation is not part of the ironic 
utterance, because if it was it would explicate the irony, which would make the utterance non-
ironic.  
 So irony has to be implicit, because it has to be reversible, but it could also be the case 
that the irony is emphasized.  
 
2.1.6 Incongruence with co- or context  
Another point that Burgers et al. (2012) found out to be present in every ironic utterance is an 
incongruence with the co-text or context. The co-text is all the other utterances in the text. 
Burgers et al. (2012) claim that the ironic utterances are different from the co-text. So while 
the co-text has (for instance) a positive literal evaluation, the ironic utterance has a negative 
literal evaluation. This criterion is however not conclusive. Gibbs (2000) showed that the 
mocking of the target creates a jointly state of mind within the interlocutors, which leads to 
new ironic utterances. In Gibbs’ research 30% of the responses to an ironic utterance were 
with another ironic utterance. He gave the following example that it is almost entirely ironic. 
 
10) Anne:  By the way, were our wonderful guests still here when you came out and ate
  lunch? 
Dana:  I had a sandwich and … 
Anne:  Isn’t it so nice to have guests here? 
Dana:  Totally! 
Anne:  I just love it, you know, our housemates. They bring in the most wonderful 
 guests in the world and they can totally relate to us. 
Dana:  Yes, they do. 
Anne:  (laughs) Like I would just love to have them here more often (laughs) so I can 
 cook for them, I can prepare (laughs) … 
Dana:  to make them feel welcome?  
Anne:  Yeah, isn’t this great, Dana? Like today I was feeling all depressed and I came 
 out and I saw the guests and they totally lightened up my mood. I was like the
  happiest person on earth. 
Dana:  Uh huh. 
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Anne: I just welcome them so much, you know, ask them if they want anything to 
 drink or eat (laughs). [Source: Gibbs, 2000] 
 
When one analyses a single utterance in this example, the co-text is not contrasting to that 
utterance. According to Burgers et al. (2012) the co-text is not the only contrast in irony. They 
wrote that there has to be an incongruence with the co-text or context. In this example no 
context is given (and the co-text is not incongruent). This seems contradictory to what 
Burgers et al. (2012) claim, but without context this example is not (always) properly 
understood as irony. That does however not mean that there is no incongruence with the 
context.  
 Going back to the ‘I did’ example (example 6), one could even claim that the context 
and co-text are not incongruent. A’s reply can naturally be an opposition (A: I like you, B: I 
don’t like you). This does not make it ironic. But the context provides a clue that the team 
captain was ironic. His body language is saying ‘how is anyone supposed to know that’ and ‘I 
didn’t’. So not only are there two opposed readings of one utterance (I did/I didn’t), but the 
literal interpretation of that utterance (I did) is also incongruence with its context (body 
language: I didn’t). That means that an incongruence with co-text or context is a requirement 
for irony. 
 
2.1.7 Relevance to the situation 
Burgers et al. (2012) also claimed that every ironic utterance has to be relevant to the 
communicative situation. This means that the utterance has to be somehow related to the 
context. This criterion seems to be a little superfluous, because, according to Grice (1975), 
every utterance is relevant to the communicative situation, otherwise it would not be uttered if 
the speaker is being cooperative. So this criterion is not so much an issue for irony in 
particular. Moreover, Grice gave the following example of violating the maxim of relevance.  
 
11) At a genteel tea party, A says “Mrs. X is an old bag”. There is a moment of appalled 
silence, and then B says “The weather has been quite delightful this summer, hasn’t 
it?” [Source: Grice, 1975] 
 
If this example is considered not relevant to the communicative situation, the following 
example, containing irony, might also be considered a violation of the maxim of relevance 
and therefore be a counterexample of the need for irony to be relevant to the communicative 
situation.  
 
12) At a genteel tea party, A says “Mrs. X is an old bag”. There is a moment of appalled 
silence, and then B says “Great weather”, while it rains. 
 
So this criterion does not seem to be relevant for an utterance to be ironic or is at least not a 
requirement for irony only.
4
  
 
2.1.8 Conclusion 
Burgers et al. (2011, 2012) gave seven points that they claimed to be in every definition of 
irony. Although not every point could be found in every definition, it is clear that these points 
                                                          
4
 It might seem weird that Burgers et al. (2012) included this criterion, because it is not specific for irony. But 
this is due to the research it was included in. Their research tried to find out what irony factors (criteria for 
irony) were used in different genres in which irony is used. They divided the factor relevance to the 
communicative situation in directly and indirectly relevant. This gave some significant results, but it still 
remains a criterion that is not unique for irony and therefore should not be included in the definition. 
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are more or less relevant for an utterance to be ironic. These criteria however are not flawless. 
Target and relevance to the situation cannot hold as criteria for irony, because not every 
utterance needs to have a target to be ironic and being relevant to the situation is not a unique 
criterion for irony. The implicitness and incongruence with (co-text and) context criteria were 
the only criteria mentioned in only one of Burgers et al.’s articles (2011 or 2012) that seem to 
be relevant to irony. But in contrast to what they claim irony can also be emphasized and not 
only reversed and co-text is of less importance than context, because of the joint state of 
mind. The criteria that were present in both articles (evaluation, two readings and opposition) 
are all necessary for irony. Without the evaluation only the literal reading is taken, which 
cannot always be opposed. The two readings are needed for the misunderstanding of irony. 
When there is one reading, this cannot be misinterpreted. The opposition is also required, and 
is an opposition between (a) negative and positive (valence).   
 
2.2 Argumentative force 
The literature overview showed that verbal irony is more than just ‘saying to opposite of what 
one intends to convey’. Burgers et al. (2011) claimed that an evaluation is needed to explain 
the irony. In their procedure to find ironic utterances, the verbal irony procedure (VIP), 
determining if an utterances is evaluative is a decisive step. They distinguish utterances that 
are evaluative, purely descriptive and descriptive with an evaluative connotation. Only the 
purely descriptive utterances can never be ironic. No further analysis is necessary because 
purely descriptive utterances cannot be used ironically. There is however a problematic 
example. 
 
13) You have invited me to visit you in Tuscany. Tuscany in May, you write, is the most 
beautiful place on earth. I arrive in a freak cold spell, wind howling, rain lashing 
down. As you drive me home along flooded roads, I turn to you and exclaim: “Ah, 
Tuscany in May!” [Source: Wilson & Sperber, 1992] 
 
Burgers et al. (2011) claim that some descriptive utterances can feel evaluative. The example 
above illustrates this. Burgers et al. claim that “Even though none of the individual words 
contain an evaluation that can be reversed in an ironic reading, the utterance itself can be seen 
as evaluative”. Whereas this example shows that ‘saying the opposite of what one intends to 
convey’ is not enough to explain the irony in this example, it also illustrates that the 
distinction between descriptive and evaluative is not very useful, because (seemingly) 
descriptive utterances can be ironic. It must however be mentioned that in the example above 
‘ah’ can be seen as an evaluative interjection. It might therefore be useful to look at examples 
that clearly would qualify as a descriptive utterance:  
 
14) There are seats in this room. [source: Verhagen, 2005] 
 
According to Verhagen (2005) this utterance can be followed by “but they are 
uncomfortable”, but not by “and moreover, they are uncomfortable”. That means that even the 
descriptive utterance “There are seats in this room” implicates some sort of evaluation of 
these seats. By saying that the seats are present it is implied that the seats are comfortable.  
When two people walk into a room in which there are seats that are so old and broken that one 
cannot sit on them anymore, it could be ironic to say “There are seats in this room”. So even 
(seemingly) descriptive utterances can be ironic. In the following paragraphs it is illustrated 
how it is possible that descriptive utterances can be ironic through explaining irony in light of 
Anscombre and Ducrot’s argumentativity theory (1989).  
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2.2.1 Argumentativity 
How is it possible that (seemingly) descriptive utterances can be ironic? This can be explained 
by the theory Anscombre and Ducrot (1989) proposed. Anscombre and Ducrot claim that 
language is in nature argumentative. They illustrate this by analyzing the difference between 
little and a little in a purely descriptive way, a descriptive way that contains presuppositions, a 
meaning analysis in which argumentation is part of the meaning and a purely argumentative 
way. The example they give is the following. 
 
15) Peter worked a little. [Source: Anscombre & Ducrot, 1989] 
16) Peter worked little. [Source: Anscombre & Ducrot, 1989] 
 
The purely descriptive way explains the different choice of little and a little as a difference in 
magnitude. There is a different amount of work that has been done. This is however not 
necessarily the case with little and a little. The descriptive way that includes presuppositions 
states that these two sentences presuppose something different. The first sentence presupposes 
that Peter worked, while the second one presupposes that if Peter has worked it is of low 
quantity. But the second one is not a true presupposition that would qualify for presupposition 
tests (like negation). The third way states that there is an argumentative part included in 
language (but not necessarily). Some words are used for rhetorical purposes. This way claims 
that little and a little differ in their rhetorical aim. Little sets an upper bound, if there is work 
done it is not much, while a little also sets a lower bound, at least some work has been done. 
Anscombre and Ducrot claim that this third way of analyzing is needed for language, but it is 
not as optional as in the third way, because it is not just these particular words that set 
boundaries, but the entire utterance gives rise to a particular set of topoi. A topos is general 
principle that is used in argumentation (A  B). Because every utterance gives rise to at least 
one topos the fourth way of analyzing language is needed. Anscombre and Ducrot gave the 
following examples. 
 
17) Peter worked little. Thus he might pass his exam. [Source: Anscombre & Ducrot, 1989] 
18) Peter worked a little. Thus he might pass his exam. [Source: Anscombre & Ducrot, 1989] 
 
The first one is ironic, while the second one is not (Anscombre and Ducrot, 1989:73). The 
difference between the first and second utterance is a difference in the topoi the utterance   
gives rise to. While working a little usually can lead to passing an exam, working little cannot. 
Because ‘thus he might pass his exam’ is opposed to the general idea that working little does 
not lead to passing an exam, this utterance is ironic. So uttering ‘Peter worked little’ is used 
for the conclusion in the next sentence. Anscombre and Ducrot claim that all utterances give 
rise to topoi and therefore all utterances are used argumentatively. So not only clearly 
evaluative utterances, but also (seemingly) descriptive utterances are used argumentatively, as 
is the case with descriptive utterances like ‘there are seats in this room’ (Verhagen, 2005). So 
not only evaluative utterances can be ironic, all utterances can (in principal) be ironic.  
 
2.2.2 Literal evaluation 
Burgers et al. (2011) claimed that an evaluation and two readings are needed for irony. 
Because the first (non-ironic) reading is not always the ‘literal’ reading, as is the case in the 
‘Ah, Tuscany in Mai’ example (because the literal reading cannot be opposed), Burgers et al. 
claim that the first reading is the ‘literal evaluation’. But they do not explain how the ‘literal 
evaluation’ is determined. It will be argued that the ‘literal evaluation’ is based on the 
argumentative orientation and force an utterance gives rise to. 
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 Anscombre and Ducrot (1989) claimed that every utterance gives rise to a set of topoi. 
They called this set of topoi the argumentative orientation of the utterance. The utterance 
‘Peter worked little’ gives for instance rise to the topos ‘the more work there is, the more 
reward’. At the same time the general rule is applied to the particular utterance (the 
argumentative force). So not only is it the case that ‘the more work there is, the more reward’, 
it is also known that in the particular utterance ‘Peter worked little’, the amount of work is 
judges as low and therefore the reward should also be low. The argumentative force of this 
utterance is therefore negative. By putting the amount of work Peter has done on the low side 
of the scale an ‘evaluation’ is given. This could be seen as the ‘literal evaluation’. So the 
argumentative force is the basis for the ‘literal evaluation’. 
 
2.2.3 Argumentative force and irony 
But if the first reading is based on the argumentative force, how does irony work? As was 
mentioned in paragraph 2.1 an ironic utterance needs an opposition. According to Burgers and 
Van Mulken (2013) the two readings an ironic utterance has, need to be at different sides of a 
zero point. So (for instance) the first reading needs to be positive and the second negative. If 
both readings are at the same side of the scale (both positive or both negative) the utterance 
cannot be ironic. 
In example 17 the opposition was realized by the utterance “thus he might pass his 
exam” and the argumentative force that says that working little does not lead to passing an 
exam. So the argumentative force puts the amount of work Peter has done on the low side of 
the scale, which is negative, while the next utterance is positive. This opposition makes 
example 17 ironic. On the other hand working a little puts the amount of work Peter has done 
on the higher side of the scale, and is therefore positive. Since both the argumentative force 
and the next utterance are positive about Peter passing, this utterance cannot be ironic. 
In the same way the ‘there are seats in this room’ example (example 14) can be 
analyzed. One of the topos would be ‘if there is a seat, one can sit comfortably’. Since the 
utterance claims that there are seats in this room the argumentative force states that one can sit 
comfortably. But on a broken seat one cannot sit comfortably. So the argumentative force is 
positive about the comfort of the seats, while in fact one cannot sit comfortably and therefore 
the utterance is ironic. 
 And also the ‘Ah, Tuscany in Mai’ example (example 13) can be analyzed this way. In 
a context in which ‘I’ is told that ‘Tuscany in Mai’ is ‘the most beautiful place on earth’, a 
topos ‘if it is Mai, the weather will be good in Tuscany’ is created. By uttering ‘Ah, Tuscany 
in Mai’ this topos is given rise to. The argumentative force will fill in ‘it is Mai’, so the 
weather must be good. This positive argumentative force is opposed to the actual ‘freak cold 
spell, wind howling, rain lashing down’, which is negative on the scale of weather. 
 
2.2.4 Second reading 
One more point that needs to be clarified a bit more is the second (ironic) reading. This 
second reading is the opposition of the first. The first reading is based on the argumentative 
force, but what is that second reading based on? There are actually two things this could be 
based on: the context (or truth) and the speaker’s evaluation. This leads to two different types 
of ironic utterances. The following example belongs to the first category. 
 
19) Peter has been working very hard to finish a project. His colleague comments on his 
working ‘Peter worked little’. 
 
In this case the ironic reading is truth based: Peter worked very hard. In the example about the 
seats the ironic reading is evaluation based. 
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20) A and B walk into a room. In the room are old and broken seats. A says ironically: 
“There are seats in this room”. 
 
In that case the ironic reading is: one cannot sit on those seats. 
 Verhagen (2000) made a similar distinction between the ‘epistemic’ and ‘evaluative’ 
level of the argumentative force. He claimed that the argumentative force of the verbs dreigen 
(to threaten) and beloven (to promise) only differ on an evaluative level. The epistemic level 
is the same for both dreigen and beloven. The epistemic orientation is based on the certainty a 
speaker wants to convey. Using dreigen and beloven both increase the strength of the 
assumption or expectation that the threatened or promised is going to be true. They are both 
positive on this level. However on the evaluative level they are different. The evaluative level 
is the normal conclusion (conclusive action) of the utterance. The evaluative conclusion of 
beloven is “don’t worry”, “take it easy”, which is positive, while the evaluative conclusion of 
dreigen is “be prepared”, “do something”, which is negative. 
 This distinction between epistemic and evaluative is however not a very informative 
distinction, because it just appeals to different topoi. One utterance gives rise to more than one 
topos. That means that the argumentative force of one utterance is not necessarily for every 
topos positive or negative. There is not one standard topos the irony is based on. But what this 
distinction does allow for is the possibility to distinguish between those ironic utterances that 
require an evaluation to be ironic and those who don’t. For instance the ‘I love people who 
indicate’ example (example 4) needs an evaluation, because the truth is not at issue. Yet as the 
‘Look, that car has all its windows intact’ example (example 3) showed the epistemic level 
can never be enough for irony and also example 19 can only be ironic if the colleague gives 
an opinion about the work Peter has done. So the second reading has to be based on the 
speaker’s evaluation and not just on the context. 
 
2.2.5 Common ground 
A last point that needs to be made is that the topos the irony is based on must be common 
ground to be understood. If the wrong set of topoi is used the irony cannot be understood. In 
some previous theories common ground was already mentioned as requirement for irony. 
In Sperber and Wilson’s (1987) theory irony is always an echo of a (potential) 
utterance in the past, as is the case in the following example.  
 
21) He: It's a lovely day for a picnic. (They go for a picnic and it rains.) 
She (sarcastically): A lovely day for a picnic, indeed! [Source: Sperber & Wilson, 1987] 
 
The ‘she’ in this example mentions the utterance ‘he’ uttered in her presence before. Both ‘he’ 
and ‘she’ know ‘he’ uttered that utterance and by echoing that utterance ‘she’ makes a 
comment on this utterance. The utterance ‘he’ uttered should be in the common ground of 
both ‘he’ and ‘she’ to interpret her utterance as an ironic utterance. 
The echo, that Sperber and Wilson claim to be required for irony, is not always in the 
immediate past conversation. They gave the following example. 
 
22) We are out for a stroll, and pass a car with a broken window. I turn to you and say:  
“Look, that car has all its windows intact.” [Source: Sperber & Wilson, 1987] 
 
According to Grice (1978) this example is not ironic, but it is only the opposite of the actual 
situation. He claims that an evaluation is missing. According to Wilson and Sperber (1992) 
what is missing in this utterance to be ironic is a context were A and B had been talking about 
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broken windows in the neighborhood in the past. This utterance would then be an echo of that 
past conversation. That would mean that common ground is always needed for irony. 
 But not only the echo theory requires something that is already in the common ground. 
Clark and Gerrig (1984) also mentioned the common ground. They claimed that without a 
certain common ground the utterance cannot be understood as ironic. They gave the following 
example. 
 
23) Harry and Tom have just been to a lecture that they agreed was unexpectedly 
fascinating. As they meet Anne coming out of the lecture Harry says either of the 
following:  
 Harry to Tom: Tedious lecture, wasn’t it? 
 Harry to Anne: Tedious lecture, wasn’t it?  [source: Clark & Gerrig, 1984] 
 
According to Clark and Gerrig (1984) saying this utterance to Tom is ironic, while saying it to 
Anne is to deceive her. So although there is no echo in the theory of Clark and Gerrig they 
still require common ground.  
 
But one thing needs to be mentioned. Common ground can be defined as ‘knowledge, beliefs 
and experiences that are shared by the speaker and listener’ (Kreuz, Kassler, Coppenrath and 
McLain Allen, 1999). But even when two people seem to not have any common ground they 
can understand irony. 
 
24) A is in the train. All of a sudden A exclaims: “Lekker is dat.” (lit. Tasty is that, i.e. 
Great) 
 
Even when no one in the train has met A before, they will understand that A is being ironic 
and does not think that ‘that’ is ‘tasty’. In that case common ground seems irrelevant. But 
there is a shared knowledge of the language. If the language was not available the irony would 
not be understood. So there is a kind of common ground. But sharing a language is not unique 
for irony, it is required to understand any utterance. Since common ground is required for 
irony, but not uniquely for irony, common ground is not a criterion for irony. 
 
2.2.6 Conclusion 
The literature overview in paragraph 2.1 mentioned that irony requires an evaluation. In this 
paragraph it was shown that descriptive utterances can be ironic too. It was explained that this 
is due to the fact that all utterances are used argumentatively. This implies that all utterances, 
in principal, can be ironic. It was stated that the first reading, which Burgers et al. (2011) call 
the literal evaluation, is actually based on the argumentative orientation and argumentative 
force. The argumentative orientation is a set of topoi and the argumentative force is the 
placement of a particular utterance in a topos. In case of irony the argumentative force of an 
utterance is put on the other side of a zero point on a scale than the second reading. This 
second reading is based on the speaker’s evaluation. The topos, the first reading is based on, 
should be available for both the speaker and the hearer to understand the irony. However in 
some cases there is no common ground needed to understand the irony.  
 
2.3 The definition 
Burgers et al. (2011, 2012) gave seven points that they claimed to be in every definition of 
irony. Only three of these points were actually in both articles: evaluation, two readings and 
opposition. The other four points were not in both articles: implicitness, target, incongruence 
with co-text or context and relevance to the situation. The criteria target and relevance to the 
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situation were rejected as requirements for verbal irony. For the criterion implicitness it was 
explained that ironic utterances do indeed have to be implicit, but the ironic interpretation can 
be reversed and emphasized. An incongruence with (co-text and) context is also required. It 
was then stated that purely descriptive utterances can, in contrast to what Burgers et al. (2011) 
claim, be ironic. This is explained by the fact that all utterances give rise to a set of topoi, the 
argumentative orientation. The argumentative force of an utterance is what is opposed in an 
ironic utterance. In irony the argumentative force and the speaker’s evaluation are opposed. 
Further it was noted that common ground is required for irony, but since the common ground 
can be limited to the language, it is not a criterion for irony. 
 Eventually this leads to a new definition of verbal irony: Verbal irony are utterances 
that (1) have an argumentative force that is opposed to the speaker’s evaluation, (2) are 
incongruent with its (co-text and) context and (3) leave the fact that they are ironic implicit.  
 Having this definition the question ‘why utterances like ‘great weather’ are sometimes 
ironic and sometimes not’ can be answered. The argumentative force of the utterance ‘great 
weather’ is always positive on a weather scale, but can be meant negative by the speaker, for 
instance because the weather is not good. So the speaker’s intention determines if the 
utterance is ironic. The co-text and context are a clue for the correct interpretation for the 
listener. 
 
3. Method  
Now that the definition is set, a further point needs to be made. In paragraph 2.2.5 the ‘lekker 
is dat’ example was mentioned. Even though no context or common ground (except for the 
language) was present this utterance is interpreted as ironic. The argumentative force is 
positive, while the speaker is being negative. Since it is not impossible to use this utterance 
non-ironically, but in a situation that has no context the interpretation is ironic, it seems to be 
a construction that is ironic by default. In this thesis default ironic constructions in Dutch will 
be detected. In order to do so a methodology is needed. The method to find default ironic 
constructions is presented in this chapter.  
 
3.1 Default ironic constructions 
An important part of understanding irony is the fact that both reading are available. “Great 
weather” can either be positive or negative. Giora and Fein (1999) found out that when the 
utterance is used ironically the utterance primes the literal and the ironic reading. Whereas the 
utterance does not prime the ironic reading when it is used literally. This research supports 
Giora and Fein’s graded salience hypothesis (1999). This hypothesis claims that the salient 
interpretation (the prominent and coded ‘meaning’ that is part of the mental lexicon) should 
be processed before less salient (not prominent, but coded meaning in the mental lexicon) 
interpretations can be processed.  
 However in 2014 Giora et al. found that there are also constructions that are 
interpreted by the non-salient (not in the mental lexicon i.e. constructed on basis of the salient 
meaning or the context) interpretation first. They claim that these constructions are ironic by 
default. They predict that these constructions (in an experimental setting) will (a) be 
interpreted ironically more often when presented in isolation and (b) be interpreted as ironic 
in an equally strongly biased context, faster in a ironic context and slower in a literally biased 
context. 
 One of the construction Giora et al. (2014, 2015) mentioned is X is not his/her forte. 
According to Giora et al. the non-ironic reading of this construction is ‘he/she is good in X, 
but there are other things he/she is better at’. The ironic reading is however ‘he/she is not 
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good in X at all’. In their experiments Giora et al. (2015) showed that this construction was 
indeed interpreted ironically in isolation and slower in a literally biased context. For their first 
experiment they made novel examples of the X is not his/her forte construction, for instance 
punctuality is not his forte, and presented the construction in isolation to subjects who had to 
rate on a seven point scale if the sentence meant that He is fairly punctual but there are things 
he is better at (1) or He is not punctual at all (7). With an average of 5,5 it had to be 
concluded that the construction is interpreted ironically in isolation. For the second 
experiment subjects were presented small texts with either a literal or an ironic biasing 
context that contained the X is not his/her forte construction and their processing time was 
registered. It turned out that the ironically biasing contexts were indeed read faster than the 
literal ones. That would mean that this construction is ironic by default.  
 
3.2 Corpus 
Now that it is clear what default ironic constructions are, these constructions are to be looked 
for. To do so a corpus containing irony is needed. This corpus might give a clue for ironic 
constructions. 
Since collecting an entire corpus of ironic utterances does not happen very fast and it 
easily gets biased, a more systematic method is needed. In paragraph 2.1.5 #not was 
mentioned for irony search in Twitter. Searching for tweets with #not results in a lot of ironic 
utterances, fast and unbiased. So the first step of this methodology is to set up a corpus 
containing #not. 
 But using #not is not unproblematic. As was mentioned in paragraph 2.1.5, in Dutch 
not emphasizes a negative interpretation. That does however not mean that every ironic 
utterance can be emphasized (by not). Maybe some default ironic constructions are already so 
familiarized that no one would have to add #not to elicit an ironic interpretation or no one 
realizes that the literal words mean the opposite. So maybe not all default ironic constructions 
can be found by this method. But it does find a lot of ironic utterances. To make sure all 
constructions can be found other corpora (not build up on #not) will be composed in later 
steps.  
 
3.3 Identifying irony 
The next step will be to determine for each tweet in the corpus if it is indeed ironic. In chapter 
2 the following definition of irony was given: Verbal irony are utterances that (1) have an 
argumentative force that is opposed to the speaker’s evaluation, (2) are incongruent with its 
(co-text and) context and (3) leave the fact that they are ironic implicit. This definition gives 
three criteria that an utterance has to meet to be ironic.  
 
The first criterion states that the argumentative force of an utterance needs to be opposed to 
the speaker’s evaluation to be ironic. That means that there has to be a positive and a negative 
interpretation. The following example is not ironic because the argumentative force is not 
opposed to the evaluation. 
 
25) Hoe lang denkt @hansspekman nog te geloven dat hij in z'n trui met vlekken serieus 
wordt genomen. #not [Source: @robvandepas] 
How long is @hansspekman still going to believe that he is taken serious in his 
sweater with stains. #not  
 
The topos this utterance gives rise to is “when someone wears a sweater with stains, that 
person will not be taken serious”. The answer to the rhetorical questions “how long he will be 
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taken serious” is answered by ‘#not’, he won’t be taken serious. So the argumentative 
orientation of this question is already negative and is therefore not opposed to the speaker’s 
evaluation as is expressed by not.  
 When the argumentative force and the speaker’s evaluation are not opposed an 
utterance is not ironic. Another category of utterances that do not allow for irony are 
utterances that contain a semantic anomaly, for instance by implying that the utterance is not 
related to reality. The opposed reading is embedded in the ‘normal’ reading. An exception can 
be possible and thus there is not really an opposition. This will be made clear by the following 
example. 
 
26) We zijn in week 8 en op hetzelfde punt blijven hangen. Telefoon zou na 2 weken 
gerepareerd zijn volgens de garantie van Kazam #not. [Source: @maartenjakvrhee] 
We’re in week 8 and still at the same point. Phone would be fixed in 2 weeks 
according to the warranty of Kazam #not. 
 
The topos of “a phone that would be fixed in two weeks” is that it is most likely that the 
phone would be fixed after two weeks, but it is not necessarily fixed in two weeks. Since ‘it is 
already week eight” the phone is not fixed in two weeks. By using #not the speaker confirms 
the little chance the phone would not be fixed in two weeks, but is not being ironic, because 
the argumentative force is not opposed. 
This is also the case with the word alsof (as if, pretend). 
 
27) Zonder aandacht geenpeil was SP er niet aan begonnen? Alsof SP alles steunt wat 
geenpeil uitbraakt #not. [Source: @LinkseMafklappr] 
Without the attention of geenpeil SP would not have picked that up? As if SP supports 
anything geenpeil blurts out. #not 
 
The argumentative orientation of alsof states that the following utterance is not reality. By 
using #not, the speaker confirms that it is not reality. So there is no opposition between the 
argumentative force and the evaluation and therefore this example is not ironic. 
 
The second criterion is the incongruence with (co-text and) context. This criterion might be 
the biggest clue for the irony in an utterance. It is however not conclusive. When the co-text, a 
picture or a previous conversation of the tweet with #not is provided that is incongruent with 
the investigated utterance, it must be assumed that the utterance is ironic. In the following 
sentence fijn (great) is ironic, because it is incongruent with the co-text. 
 
28) Netwerkstoring op het moment dat je je documenten wilt opslaan voor het weekend. 
Fijn #not. [Source: @Anneloes] 
Network error at the moment you want to save your files for the weekend. Great. #not. 
 
An error is not great, so fijn is incongruent with the co-text. 
 
The third criterion is that irony has to be implicit, but the ironic interpretation can be 
emphasized or reversed. In case an ironic interpretation is reversed the utterance is not ironic, 
when the ironic interpretation is emphasized the utterance is ironic. At the same time the 
ironic interpretation should already be present without any emphasis. So the emphasis is a 
conclusion. When an utterance is ironic and not is used as emphasis this not means niet dus. 
By searching Twitter on #not a lot of examples of potentially ironic utterances can be found. 
Only when not means niet dus the utterance can be ironic. Since the meaning of not is mainly 
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based on a subjective interpretation, this criterion can only be conclusive when the criteria 
above are already met or remain undetermined. In the following example there is no context 
that could give a clue for the correct interpretation. 
 
29) Het leven is toch zo schoon #not. [Source: @Sombody_To_Love] 
Life is so beautiful #not. 
 
#not is used to emphasize the negative interpretation of this utterance (life is not beautiful). 
That means that this utterance is ironic. But sometimes #not is used for other purposes.  
 
30) De #NOS geeft u de indruk geïnformeerd te zijn #not. [Source: @BLIKOPENER333] 
The NOS suggest that they are informed. #not. 
 
Even though two readings are possible (suggesting that they are informed and denying having 
any information) #not does not conclude that the NOS denies having information. #not claims 
that even though the NOS claims to be informed, they are not. In this example #not  does not 
mean niet dus, it means maar dat is niet zo (but that is not true). #not does not emphasize a 
negation, it is a negation itself. 
  
3.4 Analyzing default ironic constructions 
When it is determined what utterances in the corpus are ironic, these utterances can be 
analyzed. Are there any words that are used more frequent in ironic utterances than in non-
ironic utterances and are there any patterns visible? What words can be in the constructions? 
To get insight in the type of patterns that needs to be looked for a closer look needs to be 
taken at the default constructions Giora et al. (2015) mentioned. It might be the case that there 
is a regularity in the default ironic constructions that is also applicable to Dutch.  
 
Three points were found in the analysis of Giora et al.’s constructions. First of all Giora et al. 
(2015) claim that the default ironic construction is ironic because of the negation. They claim 
that negative versions of utterances are always more ironic than their affirmative counterparts. 
But they also mention that the default ironic constructions they found contained marked word 
orders. The unmarked version of the X is not his/her forte is his/her forte is not X. Their 
experiment showed that subjects (who were asked to rate the sarcasm on a seven point scale) 
rated the marked and unmarked version containing a negation as sarcastic more often than the 
affirmative version (X is yes his/her forte and his/her forte is yes X). So the markedness does 
not seem to play a role. But two points of criticism can be given to this explanation. A first 
point of criticism is that claiming that negation is what makes an utterance ironic ignores the 
markedness of negation. Even though the marked word order was not significantly rated more 
as irony (X is not/yes his/her forte was not significantly more rated as irony than his/her forte 
is not/yes X), this still does not mean that markedness cannot explain the significance of an 
ironic interpretation of the versions with a negation. It is not the case that the affirmative 
utterances are less ironic, because there is no negation, but because the negation is by itself 
marked. The negation elicits an ironic reading. A second point of criticism is that ‘yes’ is 
added in the affirmative utterances in this experiment. Without the affirmative marker this 
utterance is still affirmative. Since Grice’s maxims say that one must not say more than is 
needed the affirmative marker gets in isolation a different meaning. This added meaning can 
prevent an ironic interpretation. That would make this experiment invalid and it might 
therefore be worth looking at markedness. 
 A second point that might be helpful in identifying default ironic constructions is that 
in the X is not his/her forte construction there seems to be a scalar implicature. There is a 
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scale of one’s attributes from the best till the worst. By claiming that one’s attribute is not the 
best one does not claim that it is one’s worst attribute, but in this default ironic construction it 
is. According to Birner (2013) scalar implicatures are defeasible and reinforceable. That 
means that the implicature can be cancelled and emphasized without being redundant. Giora 
et al. (2015) gave the following example of the X is not his/her forte construction, which 
makes clear that there is actually a scalar implicature at work. 
 
31) Sorry, my French is not my best attribute, in fact it is awful. [Source: Giora, Drucker, Fein 
and Mendelson, 2015] 
 
Giora et al. claim that ‘my French in not my best attribute’ is ironic in this utterance, because 
it is ‘my worst’. But in fact is a test for scalar implicatures (Birner, 2013). In fact gives the 
opposition of the previous. In that way the implicature is cancelled. So this is not an example 
of irony, as Giora et al. claim, it is a cancellation of the implicature that states that it is not the 
best and not the worst attribute. It is however noteworthy that there is a scalar implicature 
involved in this default ironic construction. Giora et al. (2014, 2015) give other examples of 
this construction that are ironic and therefore it is useful to take in mind that there is a scalar 
implicature in this construction and might therefore be present in other default ironic 
constructions as well.  
 In the same line, a third point that might be helpful to find default ironic constructions 
is that the X is not his/her forte construction can also be classified as an understatement. By 
saying that it is ‘not his/her best attribute’ one does not say that it is his/her worst, but that is 
what is meant. Similar to the understatement is the hyperbole. The hyperbole is most often 
named as a marker of irony. Yet it is not the case that understatements and hyperboles are 
always classified as ironic utterances. Burgers and Van Mulken (2013) claim that irony is 
only possible if the two readings are on the other side of a zero point. That means that the 
ironic reading and the non-ironic reading should be positive and negative and cannot be both 
negative or positive. Since both readings of an understatement are on the same side of the zero 
point, Burgers and Van Mulken do not qualify understatements (and hyperboles) as ironic. 
Since irony is a prerequisite for default ironic constructions, one could question if the 
understatement X is not his/her forte is an ironic construction. Comparably Kreuz and Roberts 
(1995) give the following example of a hyperbole.  
 
32) That was simply the most incredible dining experience in my entire life. [Source: Kreuz 
and Roberts, 1995]  
 
This example can be interpreted as ironic when this utterance means that the dining 
experience was not interesting at all. But this is not necessarily an ironic utterance. It could 
also mean that someone actually thought that this dining experience was the most incredible 
in their entire life. In that case this would not be a hyperbole. There is however a third option, 
which is that someone says it is the most incredible X in their entire life, but does not mean 
most incredible X in their entire life, but only a (very) good X. In that case the speaker is 
being polite or very enthusiastic, but not ironic. There is no opposition between the 
argumentative force and the evaluation. This construction gives rise to a topos ‘the better X, 
the more appreciation for X’. In the first interpretation of this example, the argumentative 
force states that X is very good, and therefore the appreciation is also very positive (I loved 
it), but the speaker’s evaluation is negative (I did not like it). In the third interpretation, the 
argumentative force remains the same (I loved it), but the speaker’s evaluation is ‘I liked it’. 
In that case both are positive and therefore in the third interpretation this example is not 
ironic. Taking a closer look at the X is not his/her forte construction shows that there is indeed  
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two sides of a scale. The topos is ‘If X is his/her forte, then X is the attribute he/she is best at’. 
The argumentative force of this utterance is ‘he/she is better in other attributes’. This could be 
seen as positive, because it emphasizes the good attributes. The speaker’s evaluation that 
‘he/she is terrible at X’ is negative, because only the negative attribute is mentioned. In that 
case this construction is ironic, because the argumentative force and the speaker’s evaluation 
are on other sides of the zero point. However one could also claim that ‘he/she is better in 
other attributes’ is negative, because in this particular attribute he/she is not good. In that case 
‘being terrible at X’ is also negative and therefore this example is not ironic. So this remains a 
problematic example and therefore understatements are to be closer examined to be sure they 
are indeed ironic, but they have to be looked for in the corpus, because they can be ironic. 
 
So three points of the default ironic construction Giora et al. (2014, 2015) mentioned might be 
helpful to identify default ironic constructions: markedness, scalar implicatures and 
understatements and hyperboles. 
 
3.5 Criteria for default ironic constructions 
When it is known what the potential constructions are and what words can be in the 
constructions, it must be checked out if the constructions meet the criteria that are applicable 
to default ironic constructions.  
 
Giora et al. (2015) give three criteria for default ironic constructions. These criteria have to be 
met before a construction can be qualified as a default ironic construction. The first criterion 
is that the constructions is non-salient. Giora et al. claim that familiar ironic utterances should 
be excluded, because they are salient (coded in the mental lexicon). And they claim that a 
salient construction would not allow for two readings, because the coded (literal) meaning is 
already ironic. As an example they give you don’t say that is a familiar ironic utterance, and 
not non-salient. According to Giora et al. this construction does not have two readings, which 
implies that only the ‘ironic’ interpretation is available. But according to the definition of 
irony (as posed in chapter 2) there must be two readings to make an utterance ironic. Giora 
(2003) does not claim that these familiar ironies are not ironic anymore (change of meaning), 
because she still classifies this category as irony. Qualifying familiar ironies as ironic implies 
that there are two readings and that there is no change of meaning (yet). On top of that it 
might even be more important for second language learners to learn familiar ironies, because 
of the idiomatic meaning. It might therefore be even more interesting to ignore this criterion 
and also look for salient ironies. Haverkate (2006) mentioned that idiomatic ironies exist and 
gives the following examples. It must however be noted that Haverkate did not mention how 
he determined that these utterances are familiar ironies, but these utterances seem to be ironic. 
Whether they are ironic by default will be attested in this thesis.  
 
33) Een mooie jongen ben jij. [Source: Haverkate, 2006] 
A pretty boy you are. 
34) Nou, dat heb je ‘m fraai geleverd. [Source: Haverkate, 2006] 
Well, that you have delivered beautifully. 
35) Een fijne vriend heeft u. [Source: Haverkate, 2006] 
A nice friend you have. 
 
 The second criterion Giora et al. (2015) mentioned is that there may not be a semantic 
anomaly or opposition between elements of the proposition. The idea is that contradictory 
elements do not allow for two readings. Utterances like he has made such a good job of 
discrediting himself cannot be a default ironic construction, because a good job is normally 
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said about something positive and discrediting is negative. In that case a good job cannot be 
interpreted ironically, because there is already a negative word discrediting. Because of this 
opposition, there is only one interpretation. When there is only one interpretation, according 
to the definition in paragraph 2.3 an utterance cannot be ironic. So a default ironic 
construction cannot contain a semantic anomaly or opposition between elements of the 
proposition. 
 The third criterion Giora et al. (2015) give is that the context should not be included in 
the construction. That would not count as a construction. A default construction cannot 
contain interjections, marked intonation and gestures and facial expression. Giora et al. claim 
that these markers are only part of the context. This might be clear for the marked intonation, 
gestures and facial expression, because those are not verbal, but it is not as clear for 
interjections. The problem Giora et al. (2015) address is that interjections can elicit an ironic 
interpretation by themselves. 
 
36) Pffft.... dit schiet lekker op... [Source: @Mariannevdv] 
Pffft.… this is going quick… “almost done” [said about a slow server, because of the 
popularity of the website] 
37) Dit schiet lekker op [Source: @afro_official] 
This is going quick  “almost done” [said by a DJ about a completed list of music] 
 
Pffft in example 36 elicits the ironic interpretation, because in example 37 there is no 
interjection and this example is not ironic. That means that every utterance might be 
interpreted as ironic more often when an interjection is used. They may therefore not be part 
of the construction. But it can be useful for second language learners to know that 
interjections can elicit an ironic interpretation. There is however one thing problematic about 
this claim. Giora et al. mentioned X is not his/her forte as an example of a default ironic 
construction. However, as was mentioned in paragraph 3.4, not in this construction elicits an 
ironic interpretation, just like interjections can elicit an ironic reading. So it is not the case that 
words that can elicit an ironic interpretation cannot be part of the construction. But what 
cannot be part of the construction is the context. 
 
But except for these three criteria (of which one will be ignored in this thesis), there is one 
criterion that is even more important: the construction needs to be ironic by default. Giora et 
al. (2014) made two claims about the experimental behavior of default ironic constructions: 
(1) when presented in isolation they are interpreted ironically and (2) in a strongly biased 
context it is interpreted early in an ironic context and slower in a literal context. Since Twitter 
does not always provide a context and it is not experimentally attested what the interpretation 
of many people is, the second point Giora et al. (2014) gave cannot be used in this research. 
The first point does occur and there are multiple examples that can be interpreted with the 
emoticons, punctuation and the previous conversation. This way can determine what the 
interpretation is in isolation. In the literature no exact percentage is given that is required for a 
default interpretation. For that matter it will be assumed that in isolation the percentage needs 
to be at least 75. (This is based on the results of Giora et al. (2015) experiment in which the X 
is not his/her forte construction was rated 5,5 in a 7 point scale (79%) and was concluded to 
be a default ironic construction.) However due to context effects in a non-isolated 
environment it will be assumed that at least more than half of the time the construction needs 
to be ironic to be the default interpretation.  
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3.6 The procedure 
The aim of this thesis is to find default ironic constructions in Dutch. In this chapter the 
method that is needed to find these constructions was discussed.  
The first step of this method is the preliminary corpus. The corpus consist of Dutch 
tweets with #not. Of each tweet it is determined whether it is actually ironic. Therefore the 
utterance is checked against the definition given in chapter 2. The next step is to determine 
whether there are any remarkable patterns and word usages in the corpus. Patterns and 
frequent use of words might give insight in the constructions that are ironic. It has to be 
determined whether there are any marked constructions or word orders and if there are any 
scalar implicatures and patterns in the use of understatements and hyperboles. These patterns 
might be helpful in detecting default ironic constructions. Once the potential constructions are 
found they are being checked against the criteria given in paragraph 3.4. That means that the 
constructions cannot consist of semantic anomaly or any oppositions between elements of the 
proposition, that external factors are no part of the construction and that the constructions are 
ironic by default. To make sure the constructions are ironic by default the constructions 
should be used ironically in the majority of the occurrences. To determine the default 
interpretation the constructions are searched for in Twitter. (Without any additional words, the 
words are searched for. Searching with #not would only found ironic occurrences of the 
construction, while the default may not be ironic.) This will result in a corpus of occurrences 
of the construction. Of this corpus it is determined whether the construction is usually used as 
irony and (if any occurrences happen to be present) check if the construction is ironic in 
isolation. Eventually this method will give Dutch default ironic constructions. 
 
4. Results 
 
The method given in chapter 3 was used to identify default ironic constructions in Dutch. In 
this chapter the results are presented. This will start with an overview of the #not corpus 
analysis and the sub corpora that had to be made in order to find the ironic constructions. 
Then the constructions that are found will be closer examined to determine the possible 
variation. Eventually the constructions will be checked against the criteria for default ironic 
constructions. Then it is clear what the default ironic constructions in Dutch are. 
 
4.1 Corpus analysis 
In this paragraph the followed procedure is described to find constructions that are potentially 
ironic by default. The different steps that were taken are described in the following 
paragraphs.  
 
4.1.1 Determining irony in the corpus 
The first step of the used methodology is the preliminary corpus. The corpus composed for 
this thesis consists of 327 Dutch tweets with #not, tweeted between the first and twenty 
second of February 2016. Of these tweets it was determined whether they are ironic, using the 
criteria in paragraph 3.3. Tweets in which the argumentative force was not opposed to the 
presumed speaker’s evaluation (like example 25) or contained a semantic anomaly (imply that 
they are not related to reality) (like example 26 and 27), or contained #not that was not used 
conclusively (like example 30), were excluded from further research. There were no cases 
found in which the context was not incongruent with the utterance. It must however be 
mentioned that very often no context was given. That means that it was not possible to 
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determine whether the utterance is incongruent with the context. However #not was taken as 
co-text of the utterance. Since #not emphasizes the ironic interpretation, but is not ironic by 
itself, #not is a steady measure for the incongruence. Very often the argumentative force of 
the utterance was opposite to #not. Example 38 illustrates this. 
 
38) Het leven is toch zo schoon #not. [Source: @Sombody_To_Love] 
Life is so beautiful #not. 
 
The argumentative force of ‘het leven is toch zo schoon’ is positive. #not emphasizes the 
ironic interpretation of this utterance and therefore makes clear that the speaker’s evaluation is 
negative. Since #not emphasizes the negative interpretation, it must be assumed that #not is 
negative. Since the argumentative force of ‘het leven is toch zo schoon’ is positive, the 
utterance ‘het leven is toch zo schoon’ is incongruent with the co-text ‘#not’. This assumption 
might interpret too many utterances as ironic, but since the speaker’s evaluation is not known, 
this is the only way to objectively measure the speaker’s evaluation. This might have led to 
the fact that no tweet was excluded from the corpus based on the second criterion. Eventually 
294 out of 327 tweets were determined as ironic. 
 For the analysis of these tweets only those parts of the tweets that are ironic were used. 
That means that the (incongruent) co-text is left out of the further analysis. In some tweets 
more than one ironic utterance was used, as is the case in example 39. 
 
39) Welja die vraag hielp echt wow #not thanks men. [Source: @dd_biebz]  
Sure that question really helped wow #not thanks men. 
 
In this example ‘that question really helped’ and ‘thanks men’ are ironic, but are separate 
utterances. In total 299 separate ironic utterances were found in the corpus.  
 
4.1.2 Frequent words 
The next step was the analysis of word frequencies. The frequency of the words used in these 
299 utterances was analyzed using Wordsmith tools. To be sure every instance of a word was 
found, different endings of verbs were taken as one verb, accents that are no part of the Dutch 
orthography that are used to emphasize or simulate speech (for instance héél instead of heel), 
were all rewritten without accents, and abbreviations were lengthened again. 
 In the table below all words with a frequency of 4 or more are presented. In case two 
or more words have the same frequency they are ranked alphabetically. In the last column the 
rank of the word in the frequency list by TST-Centrale is given. TST-Centrale composed a 
frequency list consisting of all big corpora of Dutch (de Miljoenencorpora, het PAROLE-
corpus 2004, het CGN, het ANW-corpus, het Eindhoven Corpus, het D-Coi-corpus en het 
SoNaR-corpus). In this list spoken and written language are included, but it must be 
mentioned that most corpora consist of written language. This particular frequency list is 
problematic for several reasons. First of all Twitter cannot be characterized as a medium that 
consists of written or spoken language, it is more a hybrid kind of language. That means that 
comparing it to the frequency list by TST-Centrale can be misleading when the aim is 
comparing non-ironic utterances with ironic one, because it would be a comparison of ironic 
hybrid language and (mainly) written language. So the difference found would not necessarily 
be a difference that is due to the irony, but could also be due to the different language styles. 
Second the corpora are not of the same date as the tweets, which might also have effect on the 
results. It would be better to have a reference corpus with tweets posted in 2016. That would 
prevent the language style and date problem. Yet it will be assumed that this frequency list 
can give an indication of the frequency of Dutch words. To account for differences based on 
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the size of the corpus, coincidence, different language styles and an outdated reference corpus 
the difference in ranking were seen as normal when the rank in the Dutch corpora is double 
the rank in the #not corpus with a deviation of 10. Only a higher rank is marked. Ranks above 
1000 are also underscored, because of the high deviation which indicates that a word is most 
likely used in irony.   
   
 
Rank Word frequency Rank in 
corpora 
1 De 68 1 
2 Zijn  62 4 
3 Dat 37 8 
4 Een 37 5 
6 Van 34 2 
5 Het 33 3 
7 Die 25 14 
8 Te 22 10 
9 En 21 6 
10 In 21 7 
11 Je 20 93 
12 Echt 19 167 
13 Gaan 19 38 
14 Hebben 19 15 
15 Lekker 19 1033 
16 Wat 19 46 
17 Zo 19 50 
18 Met 18 13 
19 Voor 18 12 
20 Heel 17 81 
21 Ik 17 17 
22 Toch 17 91 
23 Goed 16 49 
24 Op 15 9 
25 Weer 15 80 
26 Worden 15 11 
27 Fijn 14 1833 
28 Om 14 26 
29 Mijn 13 74 
30 Er 11 24 
31 Ja 11 53 
32 Kunnen 11 21 
33 Aan 9 18 
34 Als 9 22 
35 Bij 9 27 
36 Ook 9 25 
37 Alles 8 181 
38 Dit 8 43 
39 Hoor 8 174 
40 Vandaag 8 321 
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Table 1. Most frequent words in the #not corpus: rank, word, frequency in corpus and rank in frequency list by 
TST-Centrale 
 
The table shows that there are some words that are more frequent in this corpus than in other 
corpora. The most frequent word, that is also quite unexpected from the other corpora, is 
lekker (tasty (adjective), positive adverbial intensifier). This word is used in 19 tweets, which 
is 6% of the entire corpus, whereas it is not in the list of 1000 most frequent words in Dutch. 
This gives the impression that lekker is a word that is used in irony very often, and might be 
used in default ironic constructions as well.
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5
 It might also be the case that lekker is used more often on Twitter than in other written texts and not so much 
in irony. But in the following it will be assumed (and shown) that it is due to the irony. 
41 Leuk 7 542 
42 Nou 7 235 
43 Vast 7 281 
44 Leven 6 136 
45 Naar 6 33 
46 Staan 6 67 
47 Wel  6 51 
48 Allemaal 5 302 
49 Bezig 5 582 
50 Dag 5 96 
51 Dus 5 86 
52 Gelukkig 5 797 
53 Geweldig 5 2431 
54 Gezellig 5 1794 
55 Hè 5 324 
56 Hij 5 19 
57 Maar 5 23 
58 Nu 5 63 
59 Over 5 37 
60 Snel 5 198 
61 Want 5 123 
62 Werken 5 150 
63 Ze 5 103 
64 Anders 4 227 
65 Bedankt 4 3017 
66 Heerlijk 4 2513 
67 Iets 4 130 
68 Jullie 4 823 
69 Land 4 139 
70 Mee 4 145 
71 Mensen 4 78 
72 Nog 4 36 
73 Onder 4 66 
74 Tegen 4 71 
75 Tijd 4 99 
76 Uit 4 32 
77 Zeg 4 52 
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 Other words that are not in the list of 1000 most frequent words in Dutch, but are in 
the list of most frequent words in the #not corpus are  fijn (nice, pleasant, fine), geweldig 
(great, awesome), gezellig (cosy, nice, warm, pleasant), bedankt (thank you, thanks) and 
heerlijk (delicious). Most of these words (all except for bedankt) are adjectives describing that 
something is pleasant (positive evaluative adjectives). This might be an indication that such 
adjectives give rise to an ironic interpretation or are part of an ironic construction. Bedankt is 
different, because it is not an adjective, but it is also remarkable because not only is bedankt 
more present than expected, but in this corpus 10 instances are thanking someone (of which 
four with bedankt, three with dank, two with the English thanks and one with the French 
merci). 
 Some other words that are used more often than expected are je (you singular), echt 
(really, for real), gaan (to go), wat (what, exclamation), zo (so), heel (very, whole), toch (tag 
question), goed (good), weer (again), mijn (mine), alles (everything), hoor (interjection), 
vandaag (today), leuk (nice, jolly), nou (well, interjection), vast (fixed, certain, sure), leven 
(life, to live), allemaal (everybody), bezig (busy), gelukkig (happy, happily), hè (tag question), 
snel (quick, fast), werken (to work), anders (different, otherwise) and jullie (you plural). Of 
these words goed, leuk and gelukkig can also be classified as positive evaluative adjectives. 
Another category that can be distinguished is a group of adverbial intensifiers: echt, zo, heel, 
weer and vast.   
 
4.1.3 Remarkable patterns 
After the word frequency was analyzed, patterns were looked for in the corpus. It must be 
mentioned that markedness, scalar implicatures and understatements and hyperboles were not 
systematically found in the corpus. Other patterns were found.  
Scalar expressions were found quite a lot (43% of the corpus). In this context the word 
lekker is used a lot. Something is not just X, it is lekker X.  
Another remarkable pattern is the use of exclamations, especially with wat. There are 
two constructions: Wat is DP Intensifier Adj and Wat een NP (sometimes accompanied by an 
adjective or prepositional phrase). Below are examples of both constructions. 
 
40) Wat is die @FOXSportsnl verslaggever weer heerlijk objectief bezig #not [Source: 
@CindyDordrecht] 
lit. What is that @FOXSportsnl reporter again deliciously objective busy #not 
“How lovely objectively is that FOXSports reporter doing his job (again)” #not 
41) Wat een excuus, dit komt ook heel geloofwaardig over #not. Bordjesman: ’Ik ben erin 
geluisd’ [Source: @aaaa70caro] 
What an apology, this also seems to be very credible #not. Bordjesman: ‘I was tricked’ 
 
Example 40 consists of the Wat is DP Intensifer Adj construction and example 41 of the wat 
een NP construction. Thus far three potential constructions have been found: lekker X, wat is 
DP Intensifier Adj and wat een NP.  
In total 10% of the corpus consists of single word ironic utterances (sometimes 
accompanied by an interjection). These words stood alone, but were ironic. Example 42 is one 
of those single word ironic utterances. 
 
42) Ik haat Facebook hierom en nu gaat Twitter hetzelfde doen. Fijn. #not [source: 
@driekusvierkant] 
I hate Facebook because of this and now Twitter is going to do the same. Great. #not 
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In this example only fijn is ironic. Besides adjectives like fijn also nouns can stand alone as an 
ironic utterance, as will be shown in the example below. 
 
43) School geeft niet om studenten; ver[r]assing! #not [source: @Jeyantha] 
School does not care about students; surprise! #not 
 
In this case only verrassing is ironic.  
Similar to the single word utterances are the utterances that do not have a verb. This is 
the case in 34% of the corpus. There are two types. The first one is a single noun phrase 
(30%), while the second is a sentence that lacks a finite verb (and a subject) (70%). This is 
probably due to the medium. Of both types an example is given. 
 
44) Lekker rustig weekend #not aankomende week veel toetsen dus veel leren! [source: 
@lois_dewit] 
Pleasantly quiet weekend #not next week a lot of tests so a lot of learning! 
45) Echt weer om een stukje te vliegen. #not [source: @_Noviomagus_] 
Really weather to fly a bit. #not 
 
In the first example lekker rustig weekend is ironic, because the weekend is going to be far 
from pleasantly quiet. But this is not an ironic sentence. It is just an ironic noun phrase. In the 
second example there are no subject and finite verb. 
Another noteworthy pattern is the use of interjections (e.g. nou, hoor). In 22% of the 
utterances in the corpus at least one interjection is used. And in 30% of the corpus an 
adverbial intensifier (e.g. vast, echt) is used.  
However no specific construction could be deduced from the above mentioned 
patterns. But it might be helpful to know that these regularities exist in the #not corpus when 
the frequent words are analyzed further. 
 
4.1.4 Sub corpora 
The next step in the procedure to find default ironic constructions is trying to find more 
constructions using the most frequent words in the #not corpus. Words that are in the list 
above but are not the 1000 most frequent words in Dutch (lekker, fijn, geweldig, gezellig, 
bedankt and heerlijk), were searched for in Twitter. This way produced six sub corpora.  
 The first corpus consists of tweets with the word lekker. The corpus contains 
approximately 1000 tweets. All tweets are posted on the 28
th
 and 29
th
 of February 2016. 
Analyzing this corpus using Wordsmith tools showed that there are a few combinations with 
lekker that were ranked higher than would be expected from the frequency list by TST-
Centrale and were present in the corpus more often than 25 times: weer, zo, even, eten, hoor, 
echt, slapen, gewoon, eens and bezig. For the other words similar corpora were set up. 
However the size was smaller, approximately 300 tweets per word and the frequency had to 
be at least 8 in the corpus. The table below shows the combinations that were found in the 
corpus.  
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Lekker weer, zo, even, eten, hoor, echt, slapen, gewoon, eens, bezig 
Fijn weer, heel, altijd, echt, dank 
Geweldig echt, weer, leuk 
Gezellig weer, lekker, heel, super, altijd, eten, even, kijken 
Bedankt super, nog, echt, erg, alvast 
Heerlijk weer, weekend, eten, echt 
Table 2. Most unexpectedly frequent used words in the #not corpus and the most unexpected frequent words that 
are combined with those words. 
 
Next the combinations were looked for in Twitter to find constructions. It turned out that there 
are four (maybe incomplete) constructions with weer in combination with lekker that seem to 
be ironic: het gaat weer lekker, weer lekker bezig, hangt er weer lekker bij and weer lekker 
Adj. These constructions were marked as potential default ironic constructions, because they 
were used ironically (according to the definition set in paragraph 2.4) in the first 100 tweets 
with the combination weer and lekker and were not found in a ‘literal’ meaning more often 
than once in those 100 tweets
6
. Of each of these constructions there is one example below. 
 
46) @Telfort het gaat weer lekker, de hele avond geen tv. Hebben jullie een idee wanneer 
de storing in zaandam is opgelost? [Source: @piet_heinis]  
@Telfort again it is going well, no television the entire evening. Do you have any idea 
when the problems in Zaandam will be fixed? 
47) Weer lekker bezig @NS_online , gewoon de trein van 12:17 er tussenuit laten vallen 
en niets communiceren.. [Source: @Willem_Knol] 
Doing great again @NS_online, just skipping the 12:17 train without communicating. 
48) Het hangt er weer lekker bij [Source: @fritske78] 
It is hanging comfortably again. [said about a picture of a cat in a weird position] 
49) Dit is ook weer lekker handig, om 8 uur slapen en 1 uur wakker worden >.< [Source: 
@Marenheikamp] 
This is also again nicely handy, going to bed at 8 o’clock and waking up at 1 >.< 
 
 The other combinations with lekker did not qualify for these criteria and therefore no 
potential default ironic constructions were found. The only combination that resulted in a 
potential construction was bezig, but this was the construction already found with weer: weer 
lekker bezig. 
 The search for the word fijn resulted also in four potential constructions: staat er weer 
fijn op, altijd weer fijn dat …, echt fijn wanneer … and altijd fijn. Geweldig, bedankt and 
heerlijk did not provide any potential construction. The search for gezellig provided one 
construction: lekker gezellig ben jij. Of these constructions also one example will be given. 
 
50) #pvda staat er weer fijn op. Istha die in 050 puin kwam ruimen heeft ruzie met 
partijgenoten en in Amersfoort stapt fractie op na corruptie. [Source: @FrankAlserda] 
“#pvda has put itself on the map.” Istha who came to 050 [Groningen] to clean up the 
mess [in the political party] got in a fight with his party members and in Amersfoort 
the political group quit after corruption. 
 
                                                          
6
 For this thesis it is assumed that the default is ironic when the construction is used ironically in at least 51% of 
the occurrences. However in a set of 100 tweets one construction might sometimes only be found once or 
twice and therefore maximally one occurrence can be non-ironic. In case there are two non-ironic occurrences 
of the construction, but there are more than five occurrences of the construction it is still included in the list of 
potential default ironic construction. 
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51) Altijd weer fijn, dat reizen met de trein :| >( [Source: @claire_ohl] 
Always great again that travelling by train :| >( 
52) Echt fijn wanneer heel uw gezin aan het samenspannen is tegen u [source: 
@KatoVWinghe] 
Really great when your entire family conspires against you 
53) Altijd fijn, chagrijnige buschauffeurs [Source: @RobinxCeleste] 
Always great, cranky bus drivers 
54) "Lekker gezellig ben jij je ligt de hele dag te slapen" m'n vader tegen de hond haha 
[Source: @sehesehe] 
“Good company are you [.] You are sleeping all day” my dad [said] to the dog haha 
 
4.1.5 Conclusion 
The first step in finding default ironic constructions was the corpus with ironic utterances. 
Analyzing the corpus on word frequency resulted in a list of words that are used more often in 
ironic tweets than in everyday language. Analyzing the corpus on remarkable patterns resulted 
in three potential default ironic constructions: Wat is DP infensifier Adj, wat een NP and 
lekker X. By searching Twitter for the six most unexpectedly frequent words and their most 
frequent combinations resulted in nine potential default ironic constructions: het gaat weer 
lekker, weer lekker bezig, hangt er weer lekker bij, weer lekker Adj, ik sta er weer fijn op, 
altijd weer fijn dat X, echt fijn wanneer …, altijd fijn and lekker gezellig ben jij. 
 
4.2 The constructions  
By analyzing the #not corpus 12 constructions that seem to be ironic by default were found. 
Together with the three constructions Haverkate (2006) mentioned and the construction in 
paragraph 2.3.3 (lekker is dat) there are 16 constructions that will be closer examined. It will 
be checked out whether there are any specific constraints for the construction and what words 
can be used in the construction. In the following paragraphs these construction are 
investigated grouped together on the basis of the words they contain or their grammatical 
construction. 
 
4.2.1 Lekker X 
The first construction that was found is lekker X. This construction was used as ‘not just X, 
but lekker X’. That implies that X is an adjective. So the construction should be lekker Adj. 
There are a lot of examples of the lekker Adj construction. It must be mentioned that lekker 
Adj can stand alone, but also can be used in a sentence. Of the last type some examples were 
already given in other constructions in example 47, 49 and 54. Of the first type one example 
will be given. 
 
55) Lekker duurzaam #not [Source: @roelkiers] 
Lekker environmentally friendly #not [as a reply on a tweet by @TadekSolarz : 
Coolblue gaat zelf thuis bezorgen lees ik. Als iedereen zijn eigen busje heeft wordt het 
druk in de straat denk ik dan. (Coolblue is going to deliver [packages] by themselves. 
If every company gets its own vehicle it is going to be busy in the street I think.)] 
 
The adjective in the lekker Adj construction can take multiple adjectives and seems not to be 
semantically constraint. In the #not corpus examples were found (among others) with 
belangrijk (important), bezig (busy), and democratisch (democratic). One thing these 
adjectives have in common is that they are all positive. This might be a requirement, because 
a negative adjective might lead to a semantic anomaly (because lekker is positive). That 
would make it impossible for the construction to be ironic. For instance lekker stom (stupid) 
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does not mean smart (the opposite of stom), but still stupid. There is another constraint. The 
adjective cannot be food related. In that case the ‘food’ meaning of lekker is triggered and 
then the construction becomes non-ironic.  
 The lekker Adj construction does not contain a finite verb or subject and therefore 
appears within other constructions as well (as is the case in example 47, 49 and 54). Because 
Twitter does not allow for a search on ‘adjectives’, three adjectives were chosen to investigate 
aardig (nice), belangrijk (important) and duurzaam (environmentally friendly). When the 
combination of lekker and these words were used in isolation (not in a sentence) they were 69 
out of 75 times ironic (92%), while used in a sentence (with at least a finite verb) they were 
25 out of 50 times ironic
7
 (50%). It is mostly depending on the sentence lekker Adj is in if it is 
ironic. 
 
56) Nederlands record in handel aardolieproducten … We zijn dus lekker duurzaam bezig, 
maar ach, is goed voor de economie. [Source: @GJK1979] 
Dutch record in petroleum products trade … So we are doing lekker environmentally 
friendly, but who cares, it is good for the economy. 
57) Wil je lekker duurzaam met de trein naar de #motorbeursutrecht, vraagt de #ns €1.000 
voor een 1e klas kaartje #oeps [source: @RenevanderWal] 
[Just when] you want to go lekker environmentally friendly by taking the train to 
#motorbeursutrecht, the #ns asks €1.000 for a first class ticket #fail 
 
In the first sentence lekker Adj is ironic, while in the second one it is not. When used with 
bezig zijn lekker Adj is ironic, while in other sentences it is not ironic. 
 
4.2.2 Exclamations 
The next constructions that were found in the corpus are the exclamative constructions with 
wat: wat is DP intensifier Adj and wat een NP. There are a few constraints for these 
constructions. First of all the wat een NP construction takes a noun that has to be singular, 
because the determiner een can only be singular. The second construction has a couple of 
constraints. The construction cannot be a question or relative clause, but has to be an 
exclamation. The DP place must be filled by a determiner phrase, that means that proper 
names (example 58), pronouns (example 59) and noun phrases (with or without a determiner) 
(example 41) can fill that position. And the adjective position can also be filled by an 
adjective phrase. Besides is also other forms of the verb zijn (to be) can be filled in (example 
59), as will be illustrated in the following examples.  
 
58) wat is @wilbertie toch weer eerlijk ;) [Source: @xxJorienn] 
How honest is @wilbertie again ;) 
59) Oh oh oh wat zijn wij weer goed.....#kots [Source: @harmnuwolt] 
Oh oh oh How good are we again … #puke 
 
These exclamative constructions are used in 10% of the corpus and therefore seems to be 
ironic constructions. However there are a lot of exclamations with wat that are not ironic. In 
the examples below the non-ironic and ironic use of the wat een NP construction are 
illustrated.  
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60) Wat een zuurpruim zeg! Het is allemaal voor de grap! Maar ja zijn grapjes waren ook 
altijd heel leuk #not [Source: @thomasamsterdam] 
What a buzzkill! It is all a joke! But, yes, his jokes were always very funny too #not 
61) Hypocriete #pvda: wat een verrassing. #not [Source: @EricJensen020] 
Hypocritical #pvda: What a surprise. #not 
 
Both tweets are ironic, but in example 60 the exclamation wat een zuurpruim is not what is 
ironic about this tweet. However in example 61 the exclamation is ironic. Of 50 examples of 
this construction only one was ironic. It must therefore be assumed that the wat een NP 
construction is not an ironic construction. The other construction with wat is used ironically 
more often. Of the 50 tweets containing wat <zijn> DP Intensifier AdjP three were ironic. 
This might be due to the use of the (adverbial) intensifier. Those intensifiers were found, as 
mentioned above, in 30% of the #not corpus. This gives reason to believe that these 
intensifiers, like interjections, elicit an ironic interpretation. This explains why more 
exclamations with wat <zijn> DP Intensifier AdjP are ironic than with wat een NP. But the 
amount of ironic tweets with these constructions is less than the 8% of the turns that are ironic 
in a conversation (between friends) according to Gibbs (2000) and definitely lower than 50% 
for a default interpretation. It must therefore be assumed that these construction are not ironic 
by default. 
These constructions are exclamations. And the constraints that were found are not 
different from the constraints for non-ironic exclamations (E-ANS). This would explain why 
this construction is not ironic by default. Yet the fact that this is an exclamative construction 
also explains why in an ironic corpus this construction occurred so often.  Exclamations have 
an intensifying function (E-ANS). That means that they can be used in an evaluative 
environment. Expressing some kind of attitude is required for irony (according to Grice, 1978 
and Burgers et al., 2011, 2012 and the definition given in chapter 2). When the evaluation is 
already present in the construction it can be used ironically easily. That explains why so many 
ironic tweets used an exclamation, but the default is far from ironic. 
 
4.2.3 Weer lekker 
Besides lekker Adj there are also similar constructions that can be used in sentences: weer 
lekker bezig and weer lekker Adj. Checking Twitter however shows that weer lekker Adj is 
very often not ironic (2 times in 25 tweets). Weer lekker bezig on the other hand is more often 
ironic (21 time out of 50). The full construction also contains a form of the verb zijn (to be) 
and a subject (DP). So the actual construction would be DP <zijn> weer lekker bezig (the DP 
is a human or animal (or company)). 
Another construction containing weer lekker is het gaat weer lekker. It is remarkable 
that weer can be left out of this construction. However when weer is present more ironic 
examples can be found than without weer. On Twitter het gaat weer lekker was ironic 19 out 
of 25 examples, while het gaat lekker was 7 out of 25 times ironic. In the #not corpus there is 
no example of lekker in combination with weer. This might be due to the fact that ironic 
utterances that are interpreted ironic by default do not need an emphasis of the ironic 
interpretation.  
Interesting is that after het gaat weer lekker some words can follow and still be ironic. 
Most frequent is a prepositional phrase (usually with met (with)). Other possibilities are 
deictic adverbs like vandaag (today), hier (here) and zo (this way). And both can be combined 
in which the adverb comes first, as is illustrated in the example below. 
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62) #Seinstoring, defecte #spoorbrug... het gaat weer lekker vandaag met de #trein [Source: 
@MMSlag] 
#Signalingmalfunction, broken #railbridge… it is going great again today with the 
#train. 
 
When other words are filled in the reading becomes non-ironic. Another point that can be 
changed in this construction is het. Except for het also other DPs can be used (some of them 
require a different form of the verb gaan). But these examples are almost never ironic (3 out 
of 25) on Twitter. That would make the actual ironic construction het gaat weer lekker 
(deictic adverb) (PP). 
There is one more construction with weer lekker: het hangt er weer lekker bij. This 
construction is however not very common. Another construction that was found is quite 
similar to this one: ik sta er weer fijn op.  On a first look only the words er and weer seem to 
overlap in these constructions, but there is more to it. The first word is in both cases a 
pronoun, the last word is a postposition, the verb is a posture verb and there is a positive 
evaluative adjective. Not on Twitter, but on the news was another example of this 
construction.  
  
63) Nederland staat er weer mooi op? [Source: NOS journaal, 18 march 2016] 
The Netherlands really represented themselves again? 
 
In this case, it was asked as a rhetorical question, but the construction remains the same. In 
this example there is no pronoun, but a noun. It must therefore be assumed that the first place 
in this construction should be a determiner phrase. In another example on Twitter, the same 
construction can be found, but this example is not ironic. This is probably due to the word 
netjes (clean) which seems to not entirely qualify for the category of positive evaluative 
adjectives that can be in this construction. 
 
64) 's avonds ligt de stad er weer netjes bij. [Source: @jandekloet] 
At night the city looks nice/clean again. 
 
Even though also an adverb is added ‘s avonds, this utterance is not ironic because the 
adjective is not an adjective that describes that something is pleasant. It is not impossible to 
have this construction with netjes that is ironic, but that is not the default. All instances that 
were found and fully qualified for the construction were ironic (5 out of 5). 
 
4.2.4 Fijn 
In paragraph 4.1, besides ik sta er weer fijn op, a few other combinations with the word fijn 
were mentioned: altijd fijn, altijd weer fijn dat and echt fijn wanneer. These combinations are 
actually quite problematic, because they are only part of a construction. Altijd fijn is a 
combination of an adverb and a positive evaluative adjective. Altijd does in this construction 
not mean always, but it is used as an intensifier, like weer. This combination is ironic 9 times 
out of 50. Most of the ironic usages of these combined words (6 out of 9) are these words 
followed by a conditional clause. 
 
65) altijd fijn als je modem van #ziggo de brui er aan geeft... nu tot zaterdag geen 
internet/telefonie.... [Source: @koenvsleeuwen] 
Always nice when your modem of #ziggo stops working… Now [I have] no 
internet/phone till Saturday.  
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Since this construction requires a conditional clause, this construction seems to be similar to 
echt fijn wanneer. This also consists of a intensifier, a positive evaluative adjective and a 
conditional. The echt fijn als/wanneer construction is quite often ironic (9 out of 25), which is 
far more than the 8% of the ironic turns in a conversation, but it is still less than 50% even 
with a 10% margin of error to prevent this results from being coincidence. So this 
construction cannot be ironic by default.  
 The last construction is altijd weer fijn dat X. On Twitter this construction appears 
often without subject and verb (for instance het is (it is)). So this does not seem to be a 
requirement for the construction. There is also a restriction on the X, only when the X is filled 
with a nominalized verb (as is the case in example 51) it is usually ironic. When dat is used as 
complementizer the utterance is not ironic. It must be mentioned that this construction is very 
rare on Twitter. Since 9
th
 August 2009 only seven tweets were posted with altijd weer fijn dat 
X in which X actually was a nominalized verb. Of these seven tweets four were ironic. So this 
might be a default ironic construction, but the amount of found examples is too little to be 
conclusive.  
 
4.2.5 Topicalization 
One of the things that was mentioned in the analysis of the X is not his/her forte construction 
(Giora et al., 2015) is that there is a marked word order. In the #not corpus there was one 
construction found that has a topicalized constituent (and thus a marked word order): lekker 
gezellig ben jij. Haverkate (2006) mentioned two constructions that also have a topicalized 
constituent: een mooie jongen ben jij and een fijne vriend heeft u. The construction mentioned 
in paragraph 2.2.5 lekker is dat also has a topicalized constituent. These constructions can be 
qualified as two different groups of constructions. The first group contains the constructions 
Haverkate mentioned in which the topicalized constituent is a DP, while in the second group 
the topicalized constituent is an AP. In both constructions there is at least one positive 
evaluative adjective (gezellig, mooi, fijn and lekker). In three of the four constructions the 
verb is a form of zijn (to be), but hebben (to have) is also possible. When the topicalized 
constituent is an adjective, the verb is zijn. Important for both constructions is that the first 
constituent is only the (adverb plus) adjective or unspecified determiner plus adjective plus 
noun and that there is no other word before. Words like wat and hoe give a completely 
different meaning to the construction and thereby a non-ironic interpretation.  
 
66) Daar zit je dan in de kantine te wachten op iemand maar ze is niet te vinden lekker is 
dat -_- [Source: @timlonneker] 
There are you waiting in the cafeteria for someone, but she is not to be found [.] great 
is that -_- 
67) Jezelf verliezen in muziek..hoe lekker is dat! #kannietzonder [Source: @TessaKrikke] 
Losing yourself in music. How great is that! #cantlivewithoutit 
 
It is remarkable that the actual subject that is not in the first sentence position is in all the 
above mentioned construction a pronoun (jij) or determiner (dat), but not a phrase or noun. 
This might be due to the fact that in three of the four examples the subject is a second person 
pronoun. These constructions are clearly aimed at someone (second person jij and u) or 
something (dat). In case it is a thing, a demonstrative pronoun
8
 dat or dit (and to a lesser 
degree deze and die) is used and not a description of the situation. After this determiner no 
noun can follow. In case the first constituent is a determiner phrase the subject is a second 
person pronoun. This would imply that the constructions are as follows: DP <zijn/hebben> D 
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 Aanwijzend voornaamwoord. 
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(DP contains an adjective that describes that something is pleasant, D is a second person 
pronoun or aanwijzend voornaamwoord) and Adj <zijn> D (the adjective is an positive 
evaluative adjective, D is a second person pronoun or aanwijzend voornaamwoord).  
 Finding these construction on Twitter can be very hard because of the frequent words 
in the construction and the infrequent word order. By searching the construction een mooie 
jongen ben jij thirteen tweets came up, that all were preceded by words like echt and wat. 
Lekker is dat is the only construction that could be found a lot: 20 out of 25 tweets are ironic.  
 
Many constructions mentioned above require a positive evaluative adjective. It needs to be 
clarified what words belong to this category, because not every positive evaluative adjective 
makes the constructions actually ironic, as example 64 illustrated. It must therefore be noted 
that it is particularly a category of adjectives that describe that something is pleasant. The 
most important word in this category is lekker. This is the most unexpectedly frequent word in 
the #not corpus and it appears in a lot of ironic constructions. This adjective can serve as 
adverb in some ironic constructions, but it is not necessary. In example 68 lekker modifies an 
adjective (belangrijk), whereas in example 69 it is used as adjective. 
 
68) Strange. Er verschijnt een uitgelichte tweet van 24 nov. 2014 bovenaan. Lekker 
belangrijk. [Source: @DeMeesterSjef] 
Strange. A highlighted tweet of 24 nov[ember] 2014 appears on top. Lekker important. 
69) Lekker is dat. Een brug die open staat, terwijl er geen boot te bekennen is! [Source: 
@GHRd66] 
Lekker is that. An open bridge, while there is no boat to be seen! 
 
When an adjective is combined with lekker as adverb the interpretation is almost always 
ironic. Searching Twitter for the combination of lekker and adjectives like belangrijk, 
duurzaam and aardig it turned out that they are ironic respectively 25 out of 25, 19 out of 25 
and 25 and out of 25 tweets. Only heerlijk cannot be combined with lekker, probably due to 
their contradictory scalar meaning (respectively delicious and tasty). However some other 
positive evaluative adjectives that describe that something is pleasant lose their ironic 
interpretation in combination with lekker, while other adjectives remain ironic. Goed can for 
instance not be combined with lekker and remain ironic. It cannot be in the X is dat 
construction and it must therefore be assumed that goed does not belong to the category of 
adjectives that describes that something is pleasant. 
 
70) Lekker goed en goed lekker! *kwijl* #ESF16 [Source: @MartineReuvers] 
(lit.) tasty good and good tasty! “Well sung and sexy!” *slobber* #EurovisionSong 
Contest2016  
 
Gezellig is different because it does become non-ironic in combination with lekker, but it can 
be in the X is dat construction. 
 
71) En we zijn hier niet alleen, zoals altijd, lekker gezellig [Source: @SJDeputter] 
And we are not alone here, as always, “a good amount of people/good company” 
72) Gezellig is dat, geblockt op Facebook-pagina na plaatsen van keurige reactie [Source: 
@pjvanerp] 
Pleasant is that, blocked on Facebook-page after posting a decent reaction. 
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Gelukkig is also problematic, because it is mostly used as adverb in ironic constructions, as in 
example 73, and not as adjective. As adjective it cannot be used in the lekker Adj and Adj is 
dat construction. 
 
73) Gelukkig kan ik héél goed tegen wachten... #not [Source: @EstherSuzette] 
Luckily I am very good at waiting… #not 
 
Following the criteria that the adjective can fit in the lekker Adj and Adj is dat construction, 
leaves lekker, fijn, mooi, leuk, geweldig and gezellig as possible words in the ironic 
constructions that require an adjective that describes that something is pleasant. 
 
4.2.6 Interjections 
That last construction that was mentioned by Haverkate (2006) is nou dat heb je ‘m fraai 
geleverd. This construction is problematic because it would not qualify for Giora et al.’s 
(2015) third criterion. This constructions contains two interjections nou and ‘m. When leaving 
out these interjections the construction is no longer ironic (by default). However as was 
mentioned above the interjections can be part of the construction. What is more problematic 
about this construction is the fact that it is not a common way to say “well done”. No tweet 
with this construction was found. Two more common ways are dat heb je goed gedaan or dat 
heb je mooi voor elkaar. These ways fit in the same construction (dat heb je Adj verbal 
predicate
9
), but cannot take the ‘m interjection. These constructions are however not very 
often ironic, respectively 1 out of 25 (4%) and 3 out of 25 (12%) tweets without interjection 
and 6 out of 25 (24%) and 3 out 10 (30%) with interjections. So interjections make this 
construction ironic more often (just like the intensifiers, as was mentioned paragraph 4.2.2), 
but it is still not enough for a default ironic construction.  
 
4.2.7 Conclusion 
In this paragraph the constructions were examined closer. It turned out that instead of sixteen 
there are eleven constructions. Not all of these constructions were actually ironic by default. 
Wat is DP infensifier Adj, wat een NP, intensifier Adj conditional clause and (interjection) dat 
heb je (interjection) Adj verbal predicate were not ironic. Lekker Adj, het gaat weer lekker 
(deictic adverb) (PP), DP <zijn> weer lekker bezig, het V[posture] er weer Adj P, altijd weer 
fijn dat V[nominalized], AdjP <zijn> D and DP <zijn/hebben> D are ironic. 
 
4.3 Criteria for default ironic constructions 
Giora et al. (2015) gave three criteria for default ironic constructions. In paragraph 3.5 it was 
determined that in this thesis there are only two criteria, because also salient constructions are 
useful for second language learners. So the first criterion that needs to be met is that there 
must not be a semantic anomaly or opposition between different elements of the proposition 
in these constructions. No semantic anomalies were found in the constructions mentioned 
above. The only potential problem is lekker heerlijk, which are two points on the same scale. 
But even if this was found on Twitter lekker would be an adverb that does no longer mean 
tasty.  
 The second criterion was that there must not be a contextual cue that indicates that the 
utterance is ironic in the construction itself. No such problems were found. Only the use of 
words that elicit an ironic interpretation by themselves (interjections and intensifiers) were 
found in some constructions. But as was mentioned above this is not seen as a contextual cue, 
but rather as an inherent part of the construction. 
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The last criterion mentioned in paragraph 3.5 is probably the most important: The 
construction needs to be ironic by default. Giora et al. (2014) claimed that when a 
construction is ironic by default, the interpretation is ironic when presented in isolation and in 
an equally biased context. Even though an actual experiment can give a more accurate insight 
in the interpretation of these constructions, Twitter might give an indication.  
 On Twitter emoticons, punctuation and the previous conversation can give a clue for 
the intended interpretation. This makes it possible to correctly interpret an utterance in 
isolation, when no co-text or interjections are given
10
. When searching Twitter for lekker 
aardig the following examples in isolation came up. 
 
74) lekker aardig :( [Source: @Dark_Ennemy] 
75) lekker aardig? [Source: @KoePower] 
76) lekker aardig [Source: @DmgIris] 
 
All these examples turned out to be ironic, as the emoticon, punctuation and previous 
conversation showed. That indicates that this construction is ironic by default. Isolated 
examples can also be found for X <zijn> weer lekker bezig and het gaat weer lekker (deictic 
adverb) (PP) which turned out to be ironic by default. The construction DP <posture verb> 
er weer Adj P was only once ironic out of 10 examples in isolation. 
 
77) Ik sta er weer mooi op. [Source: @LiefLiefie]  
I am well represented. [said about an article that talks about the writer of this tweet] 
 
Since the writer of this tweet is actually well represented in the article, this tweet is not ironic. 
Because this construction is very often non-ironic it must be assumed that this construction is 
not a default ironic construction. The altijd weer fijn dat V[nominalized] construction is not 
very often used at all on Twitter and the topicalized constructions are not frequently used in 
isolation (once in 50 tweets). It is therefore not possible to decide whether these constructions 
are ironic by default.  
 
4.4 Default ironic constructions in Dutch 
This chapter gave an overview of the most frequent words in the #not corpus. Together with 
some patterns the corpus resulted in twelve combinations of words that seemed to be ironic by 
default. A closer examination made clear what the potential variation is for these 
constructions to still be ironic. Checking against the criteria of no semantic anomaly, no 
contextual cues and being ironic by default (in isolation), the following constructions can be 
marked as default ironic constructions in Dutch. 
 
Lekker Adj The adjective has to be a positive adjective and cannot be food 
related. The construction is not used in a sentence. 
DP <zijn> weer lekker 
bezig 
DP is a human or animal (or company)  
het gaat weer lekker 
(deictic adverb) (PP) 
Deictic adverb and PP are optional and can be combined. 
Table 3. Construction with constraints that can be marked as default ironic constructions in Dutch. 
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 Some construction are not found in isolation in a lot of tweets, therefore the results might not always be 
representative. 
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The following constructions need to be closer examined in order to determine whether they 
are ironic by default, because Twitter did not contain many examples, but they can be marked 
as ironic constructions of Dutch. 
 
altijd weer fijn dat 
V[nominalized] 
The verb has to be nominalized 
DP <zijn/hebben> D  DP contains an adjective that describes that something is 
pleasant, D is a second person pronoun or aanwijzend 
voornaamwoord 
Adj <zijn> D The adjective is an adjective that describes that something is 
pleasant, D is a second person pronoun or aanwijzend 
voornaamwoord 
Table 4. Constructions with constraints that are expected to be ironic by default, but could not be marked as 
ironic by default yet. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This thesis tried to answer the question if there are any constructions in Dutch that are ironic 
by default and therefore can be taught to second language learners of Dutch. To answer this 
question an operable definition of irony was needed. The search for this definition started with 
the common points of all previous definitions as mentioned by Burgers et al. (2011, 2012). It 
was then noted that irony has to be implicit, but that the ironic interpretation can be reversed 
and emphasized (for instance by not). Next it was claimed that descriptive utterances can also 
be ironic, because all utterances are used argumentatively (Anscombre and Ducrot, 1989). 
This theory by Anscombre and Ducrot  introduced the argumentative force, that was said to 
be the ‘literal evaluation’ that is necessary for irony. In irony the argumentative force is 
opposed to the speaker’s evaluation. Eventually an operable definition of irony consisting of 
three criteria was given: Verbal irony are utterances that (1) have an argumentative force that 
is opposed to the speaker’s evaluation, (2) are incongruent with its (co-text and) context and 
(3) leave the fact that they are ironic implicit. 
 The next step in answering the question was to set up a methodology to find default 
ironic constructions. The developed methodology started with a corpus consisting of tweets 
with #not. Searching Twitter for #not, at least in Dutch, makes it possible to find a lot of 
ironic examples, because of the conclusive meaning that emphasizes the ironic interpretation. 
Next it is checked if these tweets are actually ironic, by checking if the tweets meet the 
criteria as given by the definition of irony. In the ironic tweets frequent words and patterns are 
looked for. This leads to the potential constructions. On Twitter it must be checked if these 
constructions are indeed ironic. Last it needs to be checked out if the constructions meet the 
criteria for default ironic constructions: (1) the constructions cannot consist of semantic 
anomaly or any oppositions between elements of the proposition, (2) external factors are no 
part of the construction and (3) the constructions are ironic by default.  
 Through the analysis of the corpus as described above twelve potential constructions 
were found. Together with the four construction already given, there were sixteen 
constructions investigated in this thesis. It turned out that some constructions were actually 
the same construction. When the potential words of the constructions were determined the 
constructions were looked for on Twitter and it was determined how often the constructions 
were ironic. It turned out that seven constructions were at least in 40% of the tweets used 
ironically. One construction turned out not to be ironic by default het V[posture] er weer 
AdjP. Of three of these construction it could not be determined on Twitter whether they are 
ironic by default (altijd weer fijn dat N[nominalized], DP <zijn/hebben> D and Adj <zijn> D). 
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The other three constructions are ironic by default (lekker Adj, DP <zijn> weer lekker bezig 
and het gaat weer lekker (deictic adverb) (PP)). It must therefore be concluded that default 
ironic constructions in Dutch exist. It must however be further researched to find out if all six 
constructions are ironic by default. Knowing that these constructions are ironic by default 
makes it possible to teach second language learners the constructions to improve their 
understanding of irony. A last point that was found out is that interjections and intensifiers 
elicit an ironic reading. This might be helpful to know for second language learners. 
 
6. Discussion 
There are some points of discussion about the methodology and results of the research that 
will be discussed below. 
 
First of all searching Twitter for ironic tweets by using #not is not unproblematic. The most 
unexpectedly frequently used words were positive words and none of the words used more 
than four times in the entire corpus were negative. This might be due to the fact that not as a 
negation has a negative meaning and does not just emphasize the ironic interpretation. Maybe 
not can only emphasize the negative interpretation if the argumentative force is positive. This 
problem might also be the reason why all default ironic constructions that were found in this 
thesis are ironic praise and not ironic blame, even though ironic praise is nevertheless more 
frequent than ironic blame.  
Something else, related to this, came up in the analysis of  the #not corpus: nowhere in 
the ironic part of the tweets a negation was used. This might be due to the fact that the tweet 
containing #not already has a sort of negation in it. Using a second negation in one tweet 
might be confusing, because of the double negation. 
Another problem with the use of #not is that the expectation is that ‘familiar ironies’ 
do not need #not to emphasize an ironic interpretation, because the ironic interpretation is 
already known (it is familiar). So it might be the case that real familiar ironies were not found 
in this thesis. To prevent this, not only was #not used to find the ironic constructions, but also 
a frequency analysis. The most unexpected frequent words in the #not corpus were looked for 
on Twitter without #not and ironic constructions were looked for on a frequency basis. 
However it must be assumed that this still is not enough to find all default ironic constructions 
in Dutch. For instance the word bedankt was looked for, but no constructions were found. Yet 
there are two constructions that are (most likely) ironic by default en bedankt and je wordt 
bedankt. The first one could not be found by this method because en is the sixth most frequent 
word in Dutch (according to TST-Centrale). The second one could not be found because 
wordt was not frequent enough in the bedankt corpus (and if it was it would be ranked 
eleventh in the frequency list by TST-Centrale), so also this construction could not have been 
found.  
 
A second point that is problematic are the default ironic constructions themselves. Assuming 
that default ironic constructions exist is problematic because if the interpretation is ‘ironic’ by 
default, isn’t there a change of meaning? When the meaning has changed to the opposite the 
construction can no longer be ironic. There are four reasons to assume that default ironic 
constructions actually have a changed meaning and that therefore the default ironic 
constructions that were looked for in this thesis are actually, paradoxically, not ironic. 
First of all one of the criteria for verbal irony is that the utterance should leave the fact 
that they are ironic implicitly. Wouldn’t one who uses a default ironic construction make 
explicit that there is irony? It seems to be inherent of the construction to be ironic. That is in a 
way explicating that the utterance is ironic.  
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Second, in paragraph 2.2.5 it was made clear that ironic utterances require some kind 
of common ground. However lekker is dat was mentioned as a counterexample, that showed 
that, if only a common language is needed, common ground is not a requirement for irony. 
But lekker is dat is a default ironic construction. If the meaning has changed this is not an 
example of irony and therefore common ground is a requirement for irony. That means that 
default ironic construction do not meet the criteria for irony and are not ironic. 
Third, in the translation of some of the constructions there is a tendency to incorporate 
the irony in the translation. For instance lekker belangrijk can be translated as I don’t care, 
while then the irony would be lost, because by saying lekker belangrijk one states that 
something is important (while one does not evaluate it as important), but by saying I don’t 
care the lack of importance is not just in the speaker’s evaluation but already in the utterance 
itself. 
Fourth, it is similarly hard to determine what the topos is that the default ironic 
construction is based on. When someone says lekker is dat the topos could be ‘If something is 
lekker it is good’, which would get a positive argumentative force that is opposed to the 
speaker’s evaluation. But it is also possible that, when the meaning has changed, the topos is 
‘If something is lekker it is not good’. In that case the argumentative force is negative, which 
would not allow for irony. 
 On the other hand Giora et al. (2015) claim that the construction X is not his/her forte 
is a non-salient construction. That means that the meaning of the entire construction cannot be 
found in the mental lexicon but is made up for every new occurrence. The utterance-
interpretation is salience-based, but the construction is non-salient. Since the salient meaning 
of the words in the construction have not changed, there is no change of meaning. In other 
constructions these words would not be ironic.  
But this counterclaim does not solve the problem for this thesis, because not only non-
salient construction were looked for, but also familiar ironies. These constructions are part of 
the mental lexicon and might have a changed meaning. Only by assuming that the salient 
meaning of a word is more important than the salient meaning of a construction, it can be 
assumed that default ironic constructions exist. So paradoxically default ironic constructions 
are probably not ironic (anymore). Nevertheless it is important to know for second language 
learners because of the idiomatic meaning. 
 
A third point that is problematic is the word lekker that was found in many construction. Van 
Maris (2014) suggested in his explorative article that lekker has four usages. The first one is 
food related (pleasant of taste). The second is a modal particle, it describes that something is 
pleasant. The third is a scalar meaning, it nuances the meaning of an adjective. The fourth 
usage is negative (the opposite of pleasant). The positive lekker is used negatively. Van Maris 
gives an example with irony in this fourth usage. 
 
78) nou, jij bent lekker bezig. [source: Van Maris, 2014] 
Well, you are doing great. 
 
Van Maris claims that lekker has gained a negative meaning. It might be a change of meaning 
because according to Van Maris students use lekker with negative words, like onzeker 
(insecure) and vreemd (weird). When lekker still has a positive meaning these combinations 
would lead to a semantic anomaly. However that is not the case, it is a scalar meaning (at least 
to students). But there is one example that shows it is not just something scalar, but that there 
is actually a change of meaning. 
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79) O, lekker makkelijk. [source: Van Maris, 2014] 
(lit.) O, tasty easy. 
“You are going for the easy way [and I blame you because of it].” 
 
Instead of an ironic interpretation of this variant of the lekker Adj construction, this utterances 
gets a blaming (negative) interpretation. It is not the case that it is not easy, but someone 
thinks that one shouldn’t take the easy way, as will get a little bit clearer in the following 
example. 
 
80) Lekker makkelijk iemand anders de schuld geven.. [source: @jaamm015_] 
Lekker easy, blaming someone else.. 
 
In this case lekker gets a blaming meaning, which is negative. So it seems reasonable to 
assume that lekker has gained a different meaning. However from the perspective of the 
addressee lekker is something positive. That would favor the idea that lekker has not changed 
its meaning. When lekker is used with a positive word intended negatively it is irony, when it 
is intended positively (as is the case with lekker makkelijk) it is not ironic. So there is not 
necessarily a change of meaning. That means that the constructions with lekker are still ironic 
(assuming that default ironic constructions can be ironic). 
 
For further research it is recommended to take a closer look at the default constructions that 
were found in this thesis. Twitter did not allow for all constructions to find out if they are 
ironic by default, because some constructions were not found in isolation. Further research 
could give insight in the default interpretation by experimentally testing people’s 
interpretation. Such an experiment might also give different results for the default 
interpretation of some of the other constructions that were found in this thesis and were said 
not to be ironic by default (based on Twitter). 
 Another suggestion for further research would be to find out how these constructions 
function in translations. As was mentioned above, sometimes it seems natural to incorporate 
the irony in the translation. This might be a sign that the construction has a changed meaning 
and is no longer ironic. How are the construction found in this thesis translated? 
 A last suggestion for further research is to find out if there are more default ironic 
constructions in Dutch. The #not corpus resulted only in positive constructions and 
constructions with unexpected frequent words. Do other corpora of ironic utterances get 
different constructions? 
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